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ABSTRACT 

Asymmetric multiple quantum wells (AMQWs) can provide broad and flat gain 

spectra. Broadly tunable diode lasers can be realized with AMQW active regions and 

without the need for antireflection coatings on cleaved facets. 

This thesis reports the application ofAMQW broadly tunable lasers with uncoated 

facets for Fourier domain and synthesized optical coherence tomography (OCT). A depth 

resolution of 13 µm in air was obtained with a test bed OCT system that used diffractive 

optical elements, short external cavities, and AMQW InGaAsP/lnP broadly tunable lasers 

as the light sources for the Fourier domain and the synthesized OCT measurements. The 

centre wavelengths of the broadly tunable sources were 1550 nm and the tunable ranges 

were ~ 117 nm. 

The features ofbroad and flat gain spectra ofAMQWs also make AMQWs ideal 

candidates for broad spectral width superluminescent diodes (SLDs). 1300 nm AMQW 

InGaAsP/InP SLDs were designed and fabricated for application to time domain OCT. For 

the design of the active region, it was found by simulation ofgain and the comparison of two 

growths that the transition carrier density (TCD) has to be reasonably high to achieve high 

power SLDs. A transfer matrix method was used to solve for the modes ofplanar optical 

waveguides with arbitrary layers and the thicknesses of these layers were optimized with a 

Marquardt nonlinear fitting method. With the optimization of the optical waveguide and 

with AMQWs with high TCDs, the output power ofSLDs could reach 2 mW with> 90 nm 

spectral width. It is shown by time domain OCT measurements that the depth resolution of 

the OCT measurements could reach 7.85 µmin air with double section SLDs. 

Two dimensional OCT images of a glass cover slip were built with the imageSC 

function in Matlab™. Image enhancement with blind/not-blind deconvolution was 

performed based on the measured point spread function (PSF) of the OCT setup. A 
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Richardson-Lucy algorithm was used as the blind deconvolution method and a not-blind 

version of a Jansson-Van Cittert method was used. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) 
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an emerging biomedical, non-invasive three

dimensional imaging technique, capable ofproducing high-resolution cross-sectional 
images for the internal microstructure of living tissue. An OCT imaging system mainly 
consists of a light source, a free-space or fibre-optic based interferometer, a detector, and 
low noise detection techniques. In OCT imaging, interference fringes, which encode cross
sectional or depth information of the sample, are only observed when the optical path 
lengths of the reference and sample anns are matched to within the coherence length of the 
light source. 

Minimally invasive imaging techniques such as X-ray (1885), ultrasound (1965), 
computed tomography (CT, 1973), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI, 1983), and 
radioisotope imaging (position emission tomography, PET, 1999) have revolutionized 
diagnostic medicine during the past decades, e.g., see Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Development of Medical Imaging 

1965 1983 2002 
I Ultra y, I CT I MRI IPET I OCT

X-ray
1895 sound' 1973 1999 

The existing minimally invasive techniques permit three-dimensional visualization; 
however, their spatial resolution is typically limited to a few millimeters in standard 
clinical practice. OCT should achieve resolutions of2 to 15 µm to a depth of2 mm with 
the use oflow-coherence light sources. The depth resolution of OCT is inversely 
proportional to the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) (spectral width) of the light source. 

D. Huang et a/1 first applied OCT to diagnostic medicine, but the roots of OCT lie in 
early work on white-light interferometry that led to the development ofoptical coherence
domain reflectometry (OCDR).2 Since the original work, a large number ofpapers have 
been published regarding all aspects of OCT. The group ofDr. G. Fujimoto at MIT,3 the 
group ofDr. A. F. Fercher at the University ofVienna, Austria4 and the group ofDr. J.M. 
Schmitt5 are a few of the top leaders in research on OCT. The research covers general 
physics, optics, material sciences, and a wide variety of specific medical areas such as 
ophthalmology, neurology, and endoscopy. Review papers have been published on various 
aspects ofOCT.6

•
7 

Ophthalmology was the first field ofapplication of OCT. The lens and fluid of the eye 
are essentially transparent over broad spectral ranges, transmitting light with only minimal 
optical attenuation and this provides easy optical access to the retina, which makes the in 
vivo imaging ofa biological sample possible. The potential ofOCT to perform 
noninvasive, high-resolution biometry of intra.ocular distance has been utilized in studies of 
the cornea, 8 intra-ocular lenses, 9 and recovery after cataract surgery as well as in research 
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of the development ofmyopia. 10 A prototype ophthalmic OCT system has developed into 
a clinical instrument by Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc. ofCalifornia, US. 

OCT has now advanced to a powerful imaging technology for a large range ofclinical 
diagnostic applications in other medical fields that have highly scatterinf tissue, such as 
imaging of subsurface structures in the upper gastrointestinal (GI) tract, 1 and intra
vascular imaging.12 Most recently, a couple of articles in Laser Focus World revealed the 
progress ofresearch in OCT applications, including OCT imaging of the developing heart 
in vivo, 13 dental diagnostics with time domain OCT, 14 3-D imaging ofliving cells by MIT 
researchers15 and classical dispersion-cancellation of OCT by the group ofDr. Bizheva.16 

Functional OCTs were developed as extensions ofOCT technology. Real-time 
Doppler OCT was investigated17 to measure a wide range oflow velocities such as 
detecting in vivo blood flow. Polarization OCT18 was developed to provide spatially 
resolved imaging ofmaterials that have strong birefringence. 

1.1.1 Configuration of OCT 

Based on how the depth information is acquired, OCT is divided into two categories 
- time domain OCT and frequency domain OCT (or Fourier domain OCT). I also worked 
on synthesized OCT in my Ph.D. research, but in the way of acquiring signals, 
synthesized OCT belongs to the category of time domain OCT. The difference between 
synthesized OCT and standard time domain OCT is in the operation of the light source: 
time domain OCT uses broad spectral width light sources such as super-luminescent 
diodes (SLDs) or ultra-short laser pulses; synthesized OCT uses broadly tunable lasers. 

1.1.1.1 Time Domain OCT 

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical time domain OCT. The heart of 
the system is a Michelson interferometer illuminated by a broad spectral width light source, 
which is either an SLD or an ultra-short pulsed laser. The interferometer splits the light 
from a broad spectral width source into a reference ann and a sample arm. The light from 
the sample arm is focused through the scanning optics and objective lens to some point 
below the surface of the sample. The light scattered back from the sample, marked as E's, 
will interfere with the light field that is reflected from the reference mirror Er in the 
Michelson interferometer. The Michelson interferometer is built with a beam splitter for 
free space OCT or with a 50/50 fiber coupler for fiber based OCT. The output of the 
interferometer is detected by the photo-detector. The position of the scattering center is 
measured by the scanning position of the reference mirror because the fringes are formed 
only when the path difference of the two anns is within the coherence length of the source. 
The scanning of the reference mirror is called the longitudinal scan. The amplitude of the 
interference fringe is a measure of the strength of the scattering center. 

-2
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Figure 1.1 Components of a time domain OCT system 

The strengths of the scattering centers are usually weak. A high sensitivity is 
achieved by using optical heterodyne detection techniques. The light in the arms of the 
interferometer are frequency shifted by a Doppler effect, which is caused by scanning of 
the reference mirror and by an applied modulation of the length of the reference arm. The 
output of the photo-detector is filtered in the demodulator to separate the desired 
interferometric signal from noise outside the signal bandwidth. 

To acquire data for a two-dimensional image, the optical beam in the sample arm is 
laterally translated between longitudinal scans. The lateral resolution is limited by the 
beam diameter inside the sample. The data is then digitized and built into 3-D image by 
the computer. 

A simulated interferogram (i.e., the output of the interferometer as a function of 
position of the reference mirror) for a single longitudinal scan ofa three layer reflector is 
shown in Figure 1.2. The table above the figure shows that there are three reflection 
surfaces: between layers 1 and 2, between 2 and 3, and between 3 and 4. The displacement 
of the reference mirror reflects the depth of the reflector from the sample surface. The 
power spectral density (PSD) of the light source was assumed to have a Gaussian shape 
with a full width halfmaximum (FWHM) of200 nm and a center wavelength of 1300 nm. 
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Layerj Refractive index n Layer thickness 
(J.DTl) 

1 1.00 15 µm 
2 1.30 20µm 
3 1.50 95µm 

4 1.00 20µm 

1.75~-----~-----~-----~ 

1.7 

1.65 

- 1.6 
€ 
~1.55 

-~ 
~ 1.5 

~ 
- 1.45 

1.4 

1.35 

50 100 150 

Reference mirror displacement (micron) 

Figure 1.2 Simulated interferogram, used the layer parameters given in the table above. 

The depth resolution of time domain OCT is determined by the width, usually 
measured as the FWHM, of the autocorrelation of the electric field from the source, 
which is also the coherence length of the light source.19 This is an important and also a 
basic parameter of a time domain OCT system. The width of the coherence :function of 
broad spectral width SLDs and thus the depth resolution 3z ofa time domain OCT is 
inversely proportional to the spectral width LU ofthe source: 

2 oz = ~ 8-r = 2 1n 2 A. 0 (1.1) 
ng 2 7rng ~A. 

where c is the speed oflight in free space, & is the relative time delay oflight between 
the two arms of the interferometer, ng is the group index of the sample, and A.o is the 
centre wavelength of the source. Therefore, the broader the spectral width of the source, 
the higher is the depth resolution ofOCT. 
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1.1.1.2 Fourier Domain OCT 

Compared with time domain OCT, Fourier domain OCT (FD OCT} does not need to 
scan the reference mirror to acquire the depth information of the sample. It has been 
demonstrated that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a Fourier domain OCT system could 
be greater than the SNR for a time domain OCT system. 20 

There are two types ofFourier domain OCT - spectral interferometry FD OCT and 
wavelength tuning FD OCT, as shown in Fig. 1.3. They both acquire the depth reflectivity 
information by Fourier transformation of the interferogram. The differences between the 
two methods are associated with the choice of the light source or the detector. Spectral 
interferometry OCT utilizes a broad spectral width light source such as an SLD, a 
diffraction grating, and a CCD for the detection. The advantage of this method is that the 
light source is easy to obtain, but the drawback is that CCD arrays for certain wavelength 
ranges are not available and, ifCCD arrays are available, they are more expensive than 
point detectors such as photodiodes. In addition, a CCD may cause a problem associated 
with phase washout by changes in the sample arm length during the pixel integration time. 4 

Reference Mirror 

11111111111 Co~ SampleBS 
Tunable Laser /SLD 

s::::::::=:=::IH-------1"""7f-+---I 11 

OR 

~.......•.......•.......................,.; 

Spectral FD OCT 

Figure 1.3 Schematic of Fourier domain OCT. 

Therefore, wavelength tuning FD OCT has been more widely used than the 
spectral interferometric technique. In this method, a broadly tunable laser is applied as a 
light source and a conventional photodetector is used for detection of the interference 
fringes. Fourier transformation is performed after the data acquisition. In this set-up, 
instead ofscanning the reference mirror, the light source is tuned and the depth scattering 
information is encoded in the spectral interferogram. The depth resolution ofFourier 
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domain OCT is proportional to the FWHM ofthe tuning range of the source. The 
derivation of the relation of depth resolution to the tuning range for wavelength tuning 
FD OCT is given in Chapter 2. 

1.1.2 Requirement for the Light Sources 

To obtain high depth resolution for an OCT system, the broad spectral width source is 
by far the most important. Two types of light sources are normally adopted for time
domain OCT systems: superluminescent diodes (SLD) or solid-state femto-second lasers 
such as a Ti: sapphire laser. Compared with short-pulse lasers, SLDs have the advantage 
ofemitting light with extremely low amplitude noise, thus the use of an SLD as the light 
source can increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The other requirement for the light source is 
the shape of the spectrum. The ideal light source for OCT would have a Gaussian 
spectral shape to avoid the presence of the secondary peaks on the coherence function. 
An SLD would also fit for this requirement. Therefore, an SLD with broad spectral 
width is often a better choice than ultra-short solid state laser pulses. 

For Fourier domain OCT, a broadly tunable laser is required. Similar to time-domain 
OCT, the resolution for Fourier domain OCT is determined by the tunable range of the 
light source. It will be shown in this thesis that the short-external-cavity (SXC) broadly 
tunable diode laser could cover over 100 nm of tunable wavelength range. This device is 
thus a good fit for the light source requirements for Fourier domain OCT. 

The choice of the center wavelength ofan OCT system depends on the absorption of 
the sample, the penetration depth, and particularly in biomedical applications, the 
maximum permissible light exposure at this wavelength. Centre wavelengths of 800 nm, 
1060 nm and 1300 nm have been applied in ophthalmic OCT until recently. Basically a 
shorter centre wavelength will achieve higher resolution compared with a source with a 
longer centre wavelength for the same spectral width (see Eq. 1.1). The absorption 
profile of water has a minimum at 800 nm. Because ophthalmic OCT takes images of the 
retina, the water absorption in the eye is ofconcern for the intensity loss of the signal. 
However, ophthalmic OCT with a light source with a centre wavelength of 800 nm has a 
low J?enetration depth in the retina and the permissible exposure for the eye is low at 800 
nm. The absorption of water shows a local minimum at 1060 nm and a second local 
minimum at 1300 nm. At these two wavelengths, the retinal penetration depth will be 
higher and is suitable for ophthalmic OCT. The high permissible exposure at these 
wavelengths will compensate the loss caused by the water absorption. Thus 1300 nm and 
1060 nm are widely used for ophthalmic OCT. The researches in this thesis will focus on 
the realization of a 1300 nm SLD for use in OCT. For Fourier domain OCT and 
synthesized OCT, a broadly tunable diode laser centered at 1.55 µm was used for 
demonstrating the results in this thesis. 

Devices with asymmetric multiple-quantum wells (AMQWs) exhibit broad gain 
spectra It has been shown in our research group that AMQW short external cavity lasers 
are broadly tunable laser sources. In this thesis, I will show that AMQWs also make 
broad spectral width SLDs. Therefore, AMQW SLDs and lasers could be used as light 
sources for time domain OCT, Fourier domain OCT, and synthesized OCT, respectively. 
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1.2 Broad Gain Profile AMQW Devices 

Semiconductor lasers operate by the process ofcarrier recombination in the active 
region of the device. Quantum well (QW) laser diodes are p-i-njunctions containing thin 
layers of varying bandgap material, which form a quantum well of low bandgap, 
sandwiched between layers ofhigher bandgap in the intrinsic region. Under forward bias, 
electrons will be injected from the n-side while the holes are injected from the p-side, 
with carrier recombination occurring inside the quantum well layer in the active region, 
producing light. 

n-side 

Conduction band 

---+ 
Valence bandp-side E9 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of single QW laser diode 

A typical energy diagram ofan InGaAsP/lnP single QW diode laser is shown in Fig. 
1.4. The separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) layers are used to establish an 
optical waveguide in the growth direction of the laser structure and to help establish 
single spatial mode operation of the laser. 

The energy bandgaps of the various layers are set by the composition of the In1
xGaxASyP1-y material. The In1-xGaxASyP1-y system can be designed to have a bandgap, as 
measured by the wavelength ofemission, in the range of 1.0 - 1.7 µm by varying the x 
and y material parameters while maintaining lattice-matching to the InP substrate. 

Soon after the development of the QW laser, it was found that by proper design of the 
heterostructure layers in the active region, it was possible to inject carriers into multiple 
QWs (MQW) and thereby enhance the amount of gain material experienced by the 
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optical field. The strength of the MQW laser is that each QW can have a different 
wavelength ofoperation, and the output gain spectrum of the laser will be a sum of the 
gain contributions from all of the wells in the active region. Lasers that employ MQWs 
with more than one operating wavelength are called asymmetric multiple quantum well 
(AMQW) lasers. AMQW lasers have quantum wells (QWs) ofvarying thickness and/or 
composition in a single active region. We define AMQW devices with QWs ofvarying 
thickness as dimensionally asymmetric MQW devices and those with QWs ofvarying 
composition as compositionally asymmetric MQW devices. Because each QW has a 
different wavelength ofoperation, the gain profile of the AMQW active region will be 
broad and flat under certain injected carrier densities. 

The broad gain profile of the AMQW laser is essential for realizing a broadly tunable 
diode laser. The research on this characterization was first done by Dr. Michael J. Hamp 
in our group. 22 It was reported that the AMQW lasers only exhibit broad wavelength 
tuning ranges near a specific cavity length, which is called the transition cavity length 
(TCL). The TCL was defined as the cavity length below which a cleaved AMQW laser 
operates at short-wavelengths at threshold and above which the laser operates at long
wavelengths at threshold. For lasers that have cavity lengths that are shorter or longer 
than the TCL, the tunability of the laser is the same as that of a traditional (i.e., the QWs 
are all the same) quantum-well laser. Research on the difference of the TCL ofmirror 
image AMQW laser structures showed that the carrier distribution in the QWs from the 
p-side to then-side is not uniform. Thus the sequence ofQWs does matter for AMQW 
device design. 

Dr. S. C. Woodworth23 showed experimentally an InGaA.sP AMQW laser which 
could be tuned in a short external cavity over a 172-nm range. This laser was designed 
on the idea ofa TCL. Theoretical modeling of the AMQW laser gain spectrum was 
performed by Dr G. B. Morrison, Dr. S. C. Woodworth, and Dr. H. Wang in our group. 24 

They started with the band structure calculation using a Galerkin method, and then 
calculated the transition matrix element and finally the total gain by summing up the gain 
profile for each QW. Dr. S. C. Woodworth finally integrated the calculation into an 
application named kp sim with a user-friendly interface which we could use to design 
AMQW devices easily by calculating the gain spectrum. 

Traditional short external cavi~ tunable laser diodes include a collimated lens and a 
diffraction grating. Cassidy et al 2 designed a diffractive optical element (DOE) which 
combined the function of the lens and grating to realize the short external cavity. It will 
be shown in Chapter 2 in this thesis that the broad-gain AMQW laser combined with the 
DOE is a suitable light source for Fourier domain OCT and for synthesized OCT. 

The broad gain of an AMQW active region also makes AMQW active regions ideal 
candidates for SLDs. Early work to produce broad spectral width SLDs mainly focused 
on the design of the active region26 with symmetric multiple quantum wells.27 Lin et az28 

used asymmetric multi-quantum wells (AMQW) for SLDs but they only reported 
experimental results. Until now, there has been no theoretical direction for the design of 
the AMQW active region for a broad spectral width SLD. Based on the theoretical 
modeling of the AMQW gain spectrum, research targeting the design of the active region 
ofAMQW SLDs was investigated in this thesis. This thesis includes waveguide 
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optimization ofAMQW SLDs to obtain both broad spectral outputs and reasonable 
emitting powers. 

1.3 Organization of the thesis 

My thesis is organized as follows: after the introduction ofChapter 1, the application 
ofbroadly tunable AMQW lasers for both Fourier domain OCT and synthesized OCT is 
presented in Chapter 2. Based on the experience ofour research group, it has been found 
that it is important to optimize the confinement factor of the laser waveguide. This 
enhances the interaction efficiency of the light that is confined in the active region with 
the carrier inversion. A transfer matrix method was applied to solve for the modes in the 
waveguide and then least-square nonlinear fitting was used to optimize the confinement 
factor. These results are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the active region design 
considerations for an AMQW SLD are introduced. 

Based on the light sources that were developed in this project, I demonstrate in 
Chapter 5 the operation of a Michelson interferometer based OCT system with broadly 
tunable AMQW laser diodes and with AMQW SLDs. In addition, a comparison of the 
resolution obtained with the different sources and categories ofOCT is presented in 
Chapter 5. An image processing technique ofblind deconvolution was studied to 
enhance the images obtained from Fourier domain, time domain, and synthesized OCT. 
Chapter 6 consists ofconclusions and a discussion of future work. 
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2 	 Broadly Tunable AMQW Lasers for Optical 
Coherence Tomography 

2.1 Introduction 

I report in this chapter the application ofa broadly tunable asymmetric multiple
quantum-well (AMQW) laser in an external cavity for both time-domain and Fourier
domain optical coherence tomography (OCT}. The AMQW laser was custom designed 
and fabricated to have a large tuning range when operated with no facet coatings in a 
diffractive optical element (DOE) short external cavity (SXC). Single-mode oBeration 
and broad wavelength tunability from AMQW lasers have been demonstrated. With a 
tunable AMQW laser diode as a light source, Fourier domain OCT and synthesized OCT 
were investigated by measuring the reflectivity of a glass cover slip. The depth 
resolution ofFourier domain OCT was found to be as short as 13 µmin air with the 117 
nm tuning range (FWHM of 80 nm) of the AMQW DOE SXC source. 

For synthesized OCT, which is an implementation of time-domain OCT, I 
simulated the coherence function of the source and detection scheme. Experimentally, 
the synthesis of the coherence function is performed by increasing the averaging time of 
the detector. I demonstrated synthesized OCT with the DOE SXC AMQW sources and 
found that the depth resolution is set, as expected, by the tuning range of the AMQW 
DOE SXC laser. 

2.2 AMQW DOE SXC Laser 

2.2.1 Diffractive Optical Element (DOE) 
An external cavity configuration that employs a DOE to tune the wavelength of 

an uncoated Fabry-Perot diode laser was first reported by Dr. Cassidy and Michael Hamp 
(1999).25 As shown in Fig.2.1, the DOE was designed to replace the combination ofa 
collimating lens and a diffraction grating in a Littrow configuration. The DOE SXC 
provides the dual function of a focusing element for high coupling efficiency into the 
active region and ofwavelength selectivity for single longitudinal mode operation. The 
DOE has several advantages over the lens-grating external cavity, such as one external 
cavity, ease of alignment, and a linear tuning motion of the DOE. These features are 
ideal for the light source requirement ofFourier domain OCT and synthesized OCT, as 
will be shown in this chapter. 
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Grating DOE 
Laser Laser 

Collimating Lens t-.z 
Figure 2.1 Comparison of the DOE external cavity and the lens-grating external cavity in a Littrow 

configuration29 

Figure 2.2 Front view of the DOE: a Fresnel zone plate with a surface topography proportional to 
cos(ar2) 

The principle ofoperation of the DOE can be understood from an analysis of a 
simple transmissive Fresnel zone plate30 as shown in Fig. 2.2. The positive focal length 
of a Fresnel zone plate with transmissivity of 

t(x,y) = .!.{1 +cos[a(x2 +y2)]} (2.1)
2 

is 
7f!=- (2.2)

.la 
where a is a constant that is set by the physical characteristics of the zone plate. For the 
DOE that is used in my work, the designed focal length is 0.25 cm at A. = 1.4 µm and 
a= 8.98xl08 m·2• 

The zone plate can be thought of as a diffraction grating with a grating period 
such that constructive interference occurs for a certain wavelength at one point along the 
optic axis (z axis in Fig. 2.1) of the optical system. Thus the zone plate acts as a lens with 
strong chromatic aberration; wavelengths are focused to unique distances along the optic 
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axis. Higher diffraction efficiency can be obtained by sculpting the surface of the optical 
element to create a phase grating rather than an amplitude transmission grating. The 
DOE used in this work is a reflective phase zone plate. The surface topography was 
etched to eight discrete levels. 

The working distance of the DOE is twice the focal length. Thus for the DOE 
that I used, the DOE was positioned zvo£-0.5 cm behind the back facet of the AMQW 
laser and was aligned to be parallel to the laser facet. The distance llzooE that the DOE 
must be moved back and forth to change the wavelength that is focused on to the laser 
facet is given by: 

llzvoE ZvoE 
----'~~--- (2.3)

LU ...t 

According to this equation, to tune tJ..A. = 1nmatA.=1550 nm, a translation of llzooE ~ 
3.22 µmis required. A DOE SXC AMQW laser centered at 1550 nm operated single 
mode, with a side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of 30 dB, from 1488 nm to 1605 nm. 
Thus a linear translation of the DOE of llzooE ~ 376 µm was required to tune over the full 
range. The 117 nm tuning range corresponds to an 80 nm FWHM envelope of an 
approximately Gaussian shaped power spectral density (PSD). 

2.2.2 AMQW Broad Gain Semiconductor Laser 

The AMQW laser that I used was a compositional asymmetric quantum well 
(AMQW) laser with wells of 50 Aand with barriers of 100 A. The laser was 
compositionally asymmetric in that the quantum well materials of the active region differ 
so that the active region is not symmetric. A dimensionally AMQW laser would have 
wells ofdifferent thicknesses but the same composition.23 

There are advantages to using a compositionally AMQW as opposed to a 
dimensionally AMQW structure. The optical gain is a function of the magnitude of the 
overlap of the quantum well with the optical mode. Dimensionally asymmetric AMQW 
devices thus have optical gains that vary, owing to the optical confinement factor, with 
the wavelength ofemission of the well. Since the quantum wells in a dimensionally 
AMQW device that are designed to emit at short wavelengths will be thin, these short 
wavelength wells will exhibit lower modal gain than the long wavelength wells. 
Additional short wavelength wells can be added to compensate for the loss ofmodal gain 
owing to the confinement factor decrease, but this makes strain balancing more difficult. 
In addition, any carrier processes that are a function of the thickness of the well, such as 
carrier capture, will also need to be compensated. Compositionally AMQW structures 
have wells of the same thickness and thus do not require these compensations. 

The compositions of the wells are chosen to give a broad and fl.at gain peak. An 
4eight-band kp Galerkin-based simulator was used in the design of the active region.31

.2
The Galerkin method takes into account coupling of the electron wave functions between 
wells and uses simple analytic solutions for the wave functions for each well as basis 
functions. The wave functions for the entire structure are found as sums over the basis 
functions. The analytic nature of the basis functions means that overlap integrals that are 
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required to compute the optical gain can be performed analytically as opposed to 
numerically. This feature is an advantage in computation of the gain. 

The models for the gain of a semiconductor laser are accurate in the region of the 
gain peak. However, the net modal gain at short wavelengths depends on the gain of the 
short wavelength wells and on gain from the long wavelength wells. For a broadly 
tunable laser, the difference in wavelengths between the long wavelength wells and the 
short wavelengths wells is large enough that the models do not accurately predict the 
contribution of the long wavelength well to the modal gain at short wavelengths. An 
AMQW will lase up to 50 nm on the long wavelength side of the gain peak of the short 
wavelength wells. This is because of the absorption by the long wavelength wells. 32 

This absorption is underestimated by the gain models and must be taken into account in 
the design of the active region. 

A second physical mechanism, which is not accurately described in the model, is 
4the non-uniform injection of carriers into the wells of the active region.33

,3 For InP 
based materials, the conduction band offset is such that the holes see a greater 
impediment to movement than do the electrons. As a result, the holes tend to stay near 
the p-side and the wells near the p-side may have greater gain than the wells near the n
side of the active region. For GaAs based material, the conduction band offset is such 
that the electrons see a greater impediment to movement and the wells near the n-side 
should show greater gain than the wells near the p-side. The eight-band kp Galerkin
based simulator, which we use to design AMQW structures, uses a phenomenological 
approach to account for the non-uniform injection. Thus experience and intuition must 
be used to supplement the design. 

The compositionally AMQW design that I used to make the OCT measurements 
reported here has five quantum wells with PL peaks at 1.599 µm, 1.458 µm, 1.430 µm, 
1.430 µm, and 1.599 µm from the p-side to the n-side at 300 K.. Table 2.1 shows the 
structure of the AMQW laser. Fabry-Perot AMQW lasers were cleaved based on the 
theory of a transition cavity length (TCL).22 When laser cavity lengths are near the TCL, 
a broad-flat gain curve is observed. It was found that it is necessary to cleave the laser a 
bit longer than the TCL. In this case, the AMQW laser will operate at threshold on long 
wavelength transitions. By increasing the injection current, the short wavelength 
transitions will appear and the two wavelengths will lase simultaneously. At even higher 
currents, the long wavelength peak will disappear and only the short wavelengths keep 
lasing. Lasers from wafer# 4381 were characterized and the TCL was measured to be 
around 700 to 800 µm. An 800 µm cavity length is an optimum length for single 
longitudinal mode tunability. A measure of the non-uniform injection is obtained from 
the difference in the TCLs for mirror image structures.22 Mirror image structures have 
the sequence ofwells reversed in going from the n-side to the p-side and vice versa. 
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Table 2.1 Structure of compositionally AMQW laser (wafer# 4381) 

Layer type Thickness (A) ln1-xOaxAsyP1-y composition 
x .Y 

PL peak at 
300.0K(nm} 

SCH 1500.0 0.0 0.0 
SCH 700.0 0.109 0.238 

Barrier 235.0 0.225 0.305 
Well 100.0 0.225 0.800 1599.1 

Barrier 50.0 0.225 0.305 
Well 100.0 0.225 0.710 1458.5 

Barrier 50.0 0.225 0.305 
Well 100.0 0.225 0.690 1430.4 

Barrier 50.0 0.225 0.305 
Well 100.0 0.225 0.690 1430.4 

Barrier 50.0 0.225 0.305 
Well 100.0 0.225 0.800 1599.1 

Barrier 235.0 0.225 0.305 
SCH 700.0 0.0 0.0 
SCH 1500.0 0.0 0.0 

The reflectance gain (RO) product of the AMQW laser35could be obtained by 
measuring the depth ofmodulation introduced into the spontaneous emission spectrum by 
the Fabry-Perot resonances. A max/min method was first introduced by Hakki and 
Paoli.36 A modified method named mode sum/min was introduced by Dr. Cassidy to 
improve the accuracy of the gain measurement. The mode sum/min technique reduces 
the effect of the response function of the spectrometer used in the measurement on the 
estimated RO product. According to mode sum/min method, the mth mode single pass 
gain Gm (Gm= exp(g,,,L), where gm is the model gain and Lis the laser cavity length) is: 

G = 1 (p-1) (2.4) 
m ~RfRb p+l 

where p = ~p', and p' is the ratio of the mth mode sum to the mth minimum, which are 
21 

obtained by the FP modulation introduced into the spontaneous emission spectrum. 
Figure 2.3 is a plot of FP modes and shows the quantities required in the mode sum/min 
method. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the FP mode for acquisition of the gain spectra. 

The RG product for an AMQW laser calculated using the mode sum/min method 
is shown in Fig. 2.4 (a) based on the F-P modulation spectra taken below threshold. The 
tunability of the AMQW laser in a DOE short external cavity is shown in Fig. 2.4 (b ). 
The figure shows the spectra for some positions of the DOE behind the back facet. A 
broad tunability was achieved for a single laser injection current of 160 mA. The DOE 
SXC AMQW laser could be operated on all of the longitudinal modes from 1488 nm to 
1605 nm. The longitudinal mode spacing is given by the well known equation: 

8A. =~Lcavng, where ng is the effective group index of the laser waveguide and Lcav is 

the cavity length. Ifwe take ng = 3.52, Lcav = 800 µm, the mode spacing is 0.426 nm. 
Because of the flat gain over a broad range ofwavelengths, broad tunability could be 
achieved without AR coating of the laser facet that faces the DOE. Figure 2.4 (b) 
demonstrates the relative power and the tuning range that can be obtained with the DOE 
SXC AMQW laser. At this current, single mode laser outputs of 17 mW could be 
obtained. 
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Figure 2.4 (a) RG product of the AMQW laser. (b) spectral range of operation of the AMQW DOE 
SXC laser. 

2.3 Theory for OCT resolution 

The depth resolution, i.e., the minimum resolvable distance between two 
reflectors, ofan OCT system is proportional to the coherence length of the optical source. 
The coherence functions for the SLD and diode laser sources that are typically used for 
time-domain, Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT are significantly different. The 
coherence functions and hence depth resolutions for SLDs and multimode diode lasers 
are given in the next two sections. A relationship involving the desired depth resolution 
and the design ofan AMQW source for wavelength tuning Fourier domain OCT is also 
given. The coherence functions for the sources are developed from an analysis of the 
output ofa Michelson interferometer, 37 which is a description of a simple OCT 
measurement system. 
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2.3.1 Coherence Function of Broad-band SLDs 

The electric field at the detector for two beam interference is 
E(t,rR,r0 ) = aRE1(t-nrR /c)+a 0 E 1 (t-nr 0 le) 

(2.5) 
where tR = t - nrRlc and to = t - nro/c are the retarded times which take into account 
the propagation delay over the different path lengths rR and ro in the two arms of the 
interferometer; n is the refractive index; c is the speed oflight in vacuum; L1r = rR 
ro is the path length difference between the two beams; aR is the reflection 
coefficient for the reference beam; and, ao is the reflection coefficient for an object 
in the object arm. The detector, owing to the finite bandwidth of the electronics, 
performs a time averaging operation, which is denoted by(·). The signal from the 
detector is a function of the relative time delay r = tR - to= 2nL1r/c between the two 
arms of the interferometer and is proportional to 

2I(r) = (1 aRE1 (tR) + a 0 E 1 (t 0 ) 1 ) (2.6) 

The time averaged bilinear products in the expansion of (2.6) are autocorrelation 

functions defined as r 11 (r)=(E1(tR)E;(t0 )) = (E1(t')E;(t'+2n(rR -r0 )/c)) = 

(E1(t')E;(t' +r)). If IR= aRa;r11 (0) and 10 =a0a~11 (0) are the time averaged 

irradiances from the reference arm and from the object arm, aRa;,I'11 (0) =~IRio and the 

r
complex degree of coherence is y11 (r) = r 11 (r) ,37 Eq.(2.6) becomes: 

11 (O) 

l(r) =JR+ 10 + 2.J!Rlo Re[ y 11 (r)] (2.7) 

The complex degree of coherence is written as 

r11 ( r) =I r11 ( r) Iexp { - j[m r - a (r)1} 
wherem is the mean frequency of the light and a ('t) is a fringe phase function. This 
form of complex degree of coherence is chosen to give the cosinusoidal fringes that are 
observed in the measured signals, i.e., in the interferograms. Equation (2. 7) can be 
rewritten in terms of the average irradiance Io= IR +Io and the fringe visibility 

I -J. 2 ~ 
K(r)= max mm = V-'R-'O lru(i-)1 as: 

/max+/min IR+lo 

l(r) = 10 [1 + K(r) cos( OJ r - a(r))] (2.8) 

The depth resolution of OCT is often taken (arbitrarily) as the full-width-half
maximum (FWHM) of the coherence function and thus the FWHM of the autocorrelation 
function. The autocorrelation function is the Fourier transform of the power spectral 
density (PSD) of the source S (v):37 

r(i-) =Io"' 4S(v)e-j 2 
'""" dv (2.9) 
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If the PSD of the source has a Gaussian shape with a full-width-half-maximum 
(FWHM) of8.v, then 

S(v) = 21=-~2-ln-2 exp[ -(2.Jlll2v -v)2] (2.10) 
v7r!l.v !l.v 

and from the Fourier transform relationship shown in Eq. (2.9), the complex degree of 
coherence is found to be 

y(i-) = r 11 (i-)/r 11 (0) =exp[ -( 7r~~) 2 ]exp( -j27rvr) (2.11) 
2 ""In 2 

a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 8-r = 4 ln 2 I 7r!l. v =0.882/8.v. 
The depth resolution oz is the physical distance between two just resolvable 

reflectors. Since the reflected light travels twice through the object arm, the depth 
resolution should be halfof the FWHM ofthe coherence function. 38 Thus the depth 
resolution oz for a reflective OCT system with a source that has a Gaussian line shape 
(i.e., a Gaussian PSD) is given by: 

2 

8Z = ~ 8-r = 2 ln 2 A. 0 ( 2.12) 
ng 2 7rng fl.A. 

where A.0 is the centre wavelength of the source, fl.A. is the FWHM of the power spectral 
density (PSD) of the source, and n8 is the group refractive index of the sample. To obtain 
the depth resolution, it was assumed that a Gaussian function that is displaced by one 
FWHM ofa similar Gaussian function can be distinguished. 

2.3.2 Coherence Function of a Multimode Diode Laser 

The coherence function for a multimode diode laser is different than for a broad 
band source. 

The above threshold output of a Fabry-Perot laser is composed of a continuous 
spontaneous emission spectrum superimposed with peaks at the longitudinal modes of 
oscillation. Figure 2.5 (a) shows an idealized example as a plot of the logarithm of the 
output power as a function of wavelength. The modes ofthe laser are easily identified as 
the spikes that rise above the broad band spontaneous emission. For a Michelson 
interferometer system illuminated with such a source, the time averaged irradiance at the 
detector will be: 

I ( r ) = (1 a R [ E ' ( t R ) + '~"' E ' ( t R )] + a o [ E • (to ) + '~,. E ' (to ) ] 12 ) (2.13) 

where tR and to are the retarded times as defined near Eq.(2.5). Es is the electric field for 
the spontaneous emission and E; is the electric field for one of the 2m + 1 modes. 
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The cross terms, (Es (t)Ei(t')),(E; (t) · E1(t')) ,j-:/: i, in Eq. 2.13 will average to 

zero owing to a lack of a time-independent phase relation between the E fields. Thus the 
output irradiance as a function of the delay timer between the two arms ofa two-beam 
interferometer illuminated by a multimode laser can be written as:39 

l(r) =/s[l +Ks (r) cos( 27rvsr - as (r))] + L
m 

([l + Ki(r) cos( 27rvir - a;(r ))] 
i=-m 

(2.14) 
where ls is the time averaged irradiance of the broadband spontaneous emission; Ks('t) is 
the fringe visibility function for the spontaneous emission;~ is the optical frequency at 

the peak of the spontaneous emission; l; is the time averaged irradiance ofmode i; K1{'t) is 
the fringe visibility function for mode i; and, ~ is the optical frequency at the centre of 

mode i. For modes with a Lorentzian line shape, K,{'t) is proportional to exp (-l't lft;) 
where t; is the coherence time of the mode. Ifthe spontaneous emission has a Gaussian 
shape, then Ks is proportional to exp [-rr/2(l'tl/ts)2] where ts is the coherence time of the 
spontaneous emission. The a terms are the fringe phase functions and are zero for 
symmetric and smooth line shapes. 

Equation 2.14 can be recast in the form ofEq. (2.8). The result is an overall 
fringe visibility (or coherence function, since the two are related) given by: 39 

K (r) = IsK; + L
m 

I;K; cos( 27rit5vr ) (2.15) 
i=-m 

where ov is the mode spacing between longitudinal modes. Equation (2.15) can be 
manipulated to reveal the periodic nature of the coherence function. For a uniform 
distribution ofmode intensities (i.e., l; =10 and taking K; =K), the fringe visibility looks 
similar to the far field of a uniformly illuminated diffraction grating and can be simplified 
in the same manner. The cosine functions in Eq. (2.15) can be written as complex 
exponentials and the sum over the modes can be evaluated as a geometric series. The 
fringe visibility for a laser with a mode spacing of ov and all (2m + 1) modes of intensity 
10 is found to be: 

K(r) =I K' +I K{sin[( 2m +l)novr ]} (2.16) 
' ' 

0 sin( m5vr ) 

Equation (2.16) has the periodic sin(Nx)/sin(x) nature of a diffraction grating. The 
non-uniform intensities of the modes can be taken into account at the expense ofa simple 
analytic expression. For a Gaussian distribution ofmodes intensity, the fringe visibility 
will be similar to the far field of an apodized diffraction grating. 

The fringe visibility is plotted in Fig. 2.5(b) for a laser with a central wavelength 
of 1.55 µm and a mode spacing of 1.0 nm (125 GHz), parameters which are similar to the 
AMQW lasers that were used. The modal line width ofeach longitudinal mode was 
taken to be 0.05 nm (7 GHz). Seven longitudinal modes were used in the simulation 
shown in Fig. 2.5(b ). A Gaussian-shaped spontaneous emission bandwidth of 117 nm 
(14.6 THz) was assumed. 
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Figure 2.5 (a) Assumed time-averaged laser power spectrum (its envelope is corresponding to S (v) in 
Eq. (2.16)). (b) Simulation result of the autocorrelation function of 7 longitudinal modes 

Note that instead ofhaving one central peak, as found for the autocorrelation 
function of an SLD, the coherence function has multiple peaks with a definite spacing. 
The coherence function for the 'sampled' output (the output ofa multimode diode laser is 
not uniformly distributed in wavelength) is then a periodic function in depth. The 
coherence function of the envelope is replicated at each period owing to the periodic 
sampling by the modes. In analogy with the sampling ofanalog signals, the maximum 
depth of the sample, i.e., the measuring range ll.z, is bounded. Therefore, when the source 
for an OCT system is a multimode laser, special attention has to be paid to the measuring 
range to determine unambiguously the depth information. 
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2.3.3 Wavelength Tuning Fourier Domain OCT with a Tunable Diode 
Laser 

In wavelength-tuning Fourier domain OCT, the interferogram is recorded as a 
function ofwavelength()..) or equally wave number (k = 2m'A.) while the reference mirror 
is held in one position. In the wavelength-tuning Fourier domain OCT measurements 
that are reported here, a diffiactive optical element (DOE) short external cavity (SXC) 
was used to step the emission wavelength of the AMQW laser over the longitudinal 
modes of the laser. Thus an essentially single frequency source is being used to make 
measurements of the interference between the reflectors in the sample and the reference 
mirror at a finite number ofwavelengths. Depth discrimination is made by taking an 
inverse Fourier transform of the interferogram obtained by stepping the wavelength over 
the modes of the laser. 

Since a single longitudinal mode has a well defined frequency, the electric field of 
the /!1 mode is written as Ek (t)eimtt . Ek (t) is taken as a function oft to allow for 

amplitude and frequency fluctuations. Ifthe reflectors in the sample are allowed to be 
distributed in depth (i.e., allow ao(z) to be a function ofz), then the detected signal Ik for 
a given wave number k is 

Ik = (laREk(tR)ej111,ta +Io"' ao(z)Ek(to)ej111,todzr) (2.17) 

where tis the relative time delay. Expansion ofEq. (2.17) leads to 
2Ik = ai (Ei (tR)) +(1 rao (z)Ek (to )eilJ\lodz 1) +2R~ra~ao(z)E;(tR)Ek(to)ej(J\(to-tR)dz) 

(2.18) 
The first term yields the time averaged irradiance from the reference arm. The second 
term is the time average of the interference of the light that is reflected from the reflectors 
in the object arm. The third term is the interference of the light from the reference arm 
with the light from the object arm. A change ofvariables from t = 2nz/c to path length 
difference z yields: 

It =aiSk +r r a0 (z)a~ (z1)r11 (z -z')e-i2m<z-z1dzdz' + 2Re(a; J:ru (z)a0 (z)e-i2 w dz) 

(2.19) 
where sk is the power spectral density for the /(11 mode of the laser. 

To determine the depth information in the sample a(z) by Fourier transformation, 
a(z) is replaced with the symmetric expansion a(z) =ao(z)+ao(-z).40 Equation (2.19) 
becomes 

I =a 2 S + ..!..[ [ r (z - z')a(z)a(z') exp-j2m<z-z') dzdz'+ Re(a• i r (z)a(z) exp-j2w dz)
k R k -oo -oo ll R j_ 11004 

(2.20) 
The second term is a convolution, and thus Eq. (2.20) can be written as 
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lk = aiSk + .!...J00 

r 11 (z)[ti(z) ® ti(z)] exp-j2
1cnz dz+ Re(a~J00 

r 11 (z)ti(z) exp-j2 
1cnz dz)

4 -oo -00 

(2.21) 
where® indicates convolution. It is clear that the three terms are in the form ofFourier 
transforms (the first term is the Fourier transform ofa delta function). The depth 
information a(z) of the sample is obtained by talcing the inverse Fourier transform of the 
sequence ofnumbers Ik, where the sequence is obtained by recording the output of the 
interferometer for each mode of the laser and for the reference mirror fixed in one plane. 
Here r 11 ( z) is the autocorrelation function of the light source. For a single longitudinal 

mode, r 11 ( z) is the same as Skin the first term ofEq.(2.21 ), ifone ignores the time
related noise from the light source. Thus, the inverse Fourier transform of the sequence 
ofnumbers Ik yields: 

p-i {lk} = p-i {Sk} ® [ai8(z) + _!_ a(z) ® a(z) +.!_ Re(a(z))] (2.22)
8 2 

The first term in the square bracket is a delta function. The second term is the 
autoconvolution of the signal a(z), which equals the autocorrelation. The third term a(z) 
is the desired signal, which is related to the reflectance from the object as a function of 
the depth z. All of the three terms in the bracket are convolved with the inverse Fourier 
transform of the PSD of the source Sk, which is proportional to the complex degree of 
coherence of the source as shown in Eq. (2.11 ). Both the first and second terms locate 
around z = 0 in the plot ofbackscattering amplitude vs. depth from the surface of the 
sample. To avoid the signal term (the third term) overlapping with these two terms, it is 
necessary to place the reference mirror a distance ( z =50 µm) in front of the surface of 
the sample so that the desired signal a(z) and the central peak will be separated. 

Because of the Fourier transform relation between the interferogram and the 
cross-section reflectance a(z), and the discrete nature of the measurements at the 
wavelengths corresponding to the longitudinal modes of the laser, an unambiguous 
measuring range is determined by the mode spacing of the tunable laser. According to 
the Nyquist sampling theorem.41

, one must sample at least twice per period of the largest 
frequency in the object to avoid aliasing and hence to reconstruct the object. In 
wavelength tuning Fourier domain OCT, the interferogram is measured (i.e., sampled) at 
the optical frequencies (or wave numbers; the modes are roughly uniformly spaced in 
wave number or equivalently optical frequency) corresponding to the modes of the laser. 
A single reflector located a distance !:!.z behind the reference mirror will create a fringe of 
cos(2kn!:!.z ) in the interferograrn. Iftwo consecutive modes of the laser have wave 
numbers k1 and k1, then the maximum value of !:!.z, given that there must be at least two 
measurements per period in the interferogram, is given by 

1C 1 ,i2
0f1 Z < - (2.23)i= 

2(n(k 2 )·k 2 - n(k 1 )·k 1 ) 4n 8 SA. 

where ng =n -A.dn/dA. is the group refractive index of the sample. The measuring range 
for a Fabry-Perot laser with a centre wavelength of A.a and a mode spacing of oA. is thus 
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LYz. This places a requirement on the design of an AMQW laser source for wavelength 
tuning Fourier domain OCT. 

The mode spacing ov in Hz for a laser oflength L and group refractive index (of 
the laser) n ~is given by ov = c/(2n ~). Using the relation ov/v0 = -fj'A,/A.0 , the mode 
spacing is found in terms ofwavelength as o'A. = A.a2/(2n ~) nm. This expression for the 
mode spacing may be substituted in Eq.(2.23) to determine the minimum length ofa laser 
L that is required for a given measuring range as L = LYz 2 ng I n ~. A specified measuring 
range determines a minimum length for the AMQW laser. This impacts the design of the 
active region of the AMQW through the need to operate at or near the TCL for a 
maximum tuning range and hence for a minimum depth resolution oz as shown by the 
1/(L\A.) in Eq.(2.12). 

The depth resolution oz is determined by the width of the coherence function, 
which is the same result as for broad band sources. This is apparent from Eq. (2.22) 
where the coherence function is convolved with the depth information. Scattering centers 
that are closely spaced as compared to the width of the coherence function will be 
washed out and will not be obvious in the inverse Fourier transform of the interferogram. 

2.4 Application to Fourier Domain OCT 

Figure 2.6 is the schematic of the Fourier domain OCT imaging system that was 
used to test the AMQW lasers. An uncoated AMQW laser with cavity length of 800 µm 
was mounted onto a copper heat sink with temperature control provided by a 
thermoelectric cooler. The laser was <>£erated under CW conditions at a DC bias current 
of 160 mA and at a temperature of 18 C. The DOE was mounted on a piezoblock (PZT) 
behind the back facet of the laser and the PZT was then mounted on a micrometer stage 
with translational control in the x, y, and z directions and rotational control ofangles. A 
He-Ne reflection off the back of the DOE was aligned to a reflection off the laser facet to 
fix the rotational degree of freedom. Thus the face of the DOE was aligned to be parallel 
to the laser facet. Next the x- and y-axis translational alignments were optimized by 
monitoring the single longitudinal mode operation with the aid of a scanning 
monochromator. Once single longitudinal lasing mode was achieved, the laser could be 
tuned by linearly translating the DOE position. 

Detector 1, the lock-in amplifier, the PZT, and interconnections formed a phase 
sensitive feedback control loop that provided stable, single mode operation of the laser 

43during the process ofdata acquisition. 42
• A 10 kHz signal was applied to the piezo 

voltage for the modulation/demodulation technique in the feedback control loop. An 
integrator circuit was used to maintain lasing on the selected F-P mode using the output 
of a lock-in amplifier referenced to the DOE modulation frequency. The single 
longitudinal mode could be kept stable for long term under this feedback control loop. 

The PZT with the DOE was translated by a stepper motor driven stage for the 
broad band tuning. The tuning wavelength was from 1.488 µm to 1.605 µm. The tuning 
wavelength could be read from the wavelength meter. The Michelson interferometer was 
built with a beam splitter (BS2) to give a reference arm and an object arm. The 
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interferogram is constructed by the interference of the reflections from the object arm 
with light from the reference arm. Detector 2 converts the optical signal to an electrical 
signal. 

I measured a glass cover slip with the wavelength tuning Fourier domain OCT 
setup and AMQW DOE SXC source. Figure 2.7 (a) shows the schematic of the 
reflections from the cover slip. The light impinges from the right and roughly 4% of the 
optical power reflects from the front and back surfaces of the glass. Provided that the 
thickness of the glass is < !l:z = 1.2 mm, I expect to recover two reflections spaced by the 
thickness of the glass cover slip. As noted in Sec. 2.3.3, it is necessary to consider the 
depth of the coherence function and place the reference mirror a distance in front of the 
surface of the sample to separate the signal and the central peak. Figure 2.7 (b) shows the 
interferogram with the AMQW DOE SXC source by tuning from 1488 nm to 1605 nm 
over 119 modes by using every other single longitudinal mode spacing of oA. ~ 1 nm. 
Figure 2.7 (c) is the Fourier transform of the interferogram ofFig. 2.7 (b). Figure 2.7 (d) 
is the Fourier transform of the interferogram with a single longitudinal mode spacing of 
oA. =0.426 nm. One can see the central peak in Fig. 2.7 (c) and (d), which is the Fourier 
transform of the source PSD spectrum and should be removed when building the final 
image. 40 The measuring range is doubled ifthe mode spacing is halved as shown in Eq. 
(2.23) and as demonstrated in Fig. 2.7 (d). The two peaks beyond the central peak 
correspond to the reflections from the front and back facets of the cover slip respectively. 
I estimate from the data ofFig. 2.7 (c) that the thickness of the cover slip is 144 µm ± 2 
µm and from Fig. 2.7(d) that the thickness is 150 µm ± 4 µm, compared with the 
mechanical measurement of 146 µm ± 4 µm. 

Reference Mirror 

DOE Collimating 

Laser 
Lens 

Object 

DetectorI 

Detector2 

Data Fourier 
Acquisition Tranform 

Figure 2.6 Schematic of Fourier domain OCT 
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Figure 2. 7 (a) Schematic of reflection from a glass cover slip (b) Interferogram of the glass cover slip 
by tuning the AMQW laser from 1488 nm to 1605 nm over 119 modes (c) Recovered signal from an 
interferogram from a cover slip obtained with a laser with a mode spacing of 1 nm (d) Recovered 

signal from an interferogram obtained with a laser with a mode spacing of -0.S nm 

2.5 Application to Synthesized OCT (SOCT) 
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The setup for SOCT is schematically shown in Fig. 2.8. The DOE was driven by 
an electrically controlled magnetic voice coil actuator which could be modulated up to 
100 Hz while keeping the DOE well aligned. The lock-in amplifier worked as a low-pass 
filter to time-average the signal from the detector. When the time constant of the low
pass filter was longer than one period of the modulation of the SXC, the synthesis of a 
low coherence function from a coherent source was achieved. In SOCT, both depth 
scanning of the reference mirror and the lateral scanning are needed for 2D image 
construction. Compared with an SLD, a tunable laser as the source for SOCT provides 
higher power spectral density and higher brightness, which provide easier coupling to 
optical fibre. 

DOE Collimaling 

Lms 


Object 

"'l=====:j....-4---1~~--=~~~-l~tM~mf 

Fuactioo 

--G"""8llr 

Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of a DOE enabled tunable AMQW diode laser for synthesized OCT 

The synthesized coherence function is multi-peaked with a definite spacing. 
Therefore the measuring range must be limited to avoid 'aliasing'. A confocal spatial 
filter, which is composed ofa lens in the reference arm and an aperture in front of the 
detector, can be used to minimize the effects (i.e., the aliasing) of the secondary peaks in 
the coherence function on the depth resolution. 44 

Figure 2.9 shows an interferogram with mirrors in both the sample arm and 
reference arm. The DOE was modulated at a frequency of 100 Hz. The corresponding 
RC time constant on the lock-in amplifier was set to be 30 ms. The RC time constant, 
which is inversely related to the bandwidth of the low-pass filter of the lock-in amplifier, 
must be longer than the period of the DOE modulation for adequate averaging. Figure 
2.9(a) shows the synthesized coherence function of the tunable DOE SXC AMQW laser 
measured with mirrors in both of the arms. It is clearly shown that the coherence 
function has multiple peaks when the displacement of the reference mirror is greater than 
several millimetres. Figure 2.9 (b) shows the central peak with a path length difference 
of-70 µm to +70 µm. The side-lobes are consistent with the side-lobes in the simulation 
result shown in Fig. 2.5 (b ). Figures 2.9 ( c )-( e) shows that when the tuning range of the 
external cavity laser is larger, the coherence length (le) will be shorter. Thus the depth 
resolution will be higher with a broader tuning range. The coherence length that I 
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measured is consistent with the theoretical expectation for a Gaussian envelope of the 
intensities of the modes, which is given by Eq. (2.12) with a centre wavelength A.a= 1550 
nm and a corresponding tuning range. 
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Figure 2.9 When the tuning range of the external cavity laser is larger, the coherence length will be 
shorter. (a) Interference fringe by scanning the reference mirror over a wide range for SOCT. (b) 

Record of the central peak over a path difference of -70 µm to 70 µm for averaging over a FWHM of 
30 nm. (c) Record of the central peak of the interference fringe to show the depth resolution is 
around 34 µm for averaging over a FWHM of 30 nm. (d) Depth resolution is around 20 µm for 
averaging over a FWHM of 56 nm. (e) Depth resolution is around 15 µm for averaging over a 

FWHM of 72 nm. 

The best depth resolution I could achieve with this particular design of an AMQW 
tunable laser is 13 µmin air corresponding to a FWHM of80 nm. Figure 2.10 shows the 
results ofmeasuring the same cover slip as I did for wavelength tuning Fourier domain 
OCT. The raw data was processed with a bandpass filter, rectifier, and finally a low pass 
filter, which were realized with software in the data processing. The distance between 
the two peaks shows the thickness of the cover slip. Both the wavelength tuning Fourier 
domain OCT and the synthesized OCT gave the thickness ofthe cover slip as 145 µm ± 5 
µm. 
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Figure 2.10 Measurement result of a glass cover slip for synthesized OCT with averaging over 

FWHMof80nm 
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2.6 Conclusion 

I applied a broadly tunable asymmetric multiple-quantum-well (AMQW) laser in 
a diffractive optical element (DOE) short external cavity (SXC) for both time-domain and 
Fourier-domain OCT. The depth resolution of synthesized OCT depended on the tuning 
range of the AMQW laser and could be as small as 13 µm in air corresponding to a 
FWHM of 80 nm (maximum tuning range of 117 nm) for this particular design of an 
AMQW laser. A tuning range of 117 nm is not the limit of the tuning range ofAMgw 
lasers. A tuning range of 170 nm for a different AMQW design has been achieved.2 
Improvements in the ability to tune AMQW lasers should result in improvements in the 
performance ofOCT based instruments. 

Superluminescent diodes (SLDs) are required for time domain OCT. The broad 
gain profile ofan AMQW active region also makes AMQW active regions ideal 
candidates for SLDs. The requirements for a time domain OCT light source include 
broad spectral width, reasonable output power, and low ripple. In Chapter 3, I introduce 
the work on the optimization of SLD waveguides. The goal of the optimization is to 
maximize the confinement factor of the SLD waveguide to improve the output power. A 
double section waveguide was chosen for the SLD structure. It is shown that the back 
section works as an absorber for the SLD; thus the ripples could be better suppressed. In 
Chapter 4, the design considerations for the active region ofan AMQW SLD are 
introduced. Through calculations ofgain, it was found that the transition carrier density 
(TCD) is a critical parameter to obtain high output power for an SLD. 
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3 Waveguide Optimization for SLD 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 1, depth resolution and sensitivity are two important 
parameters in the design ofa high resolution OCT system. For time domain OCT, 
compared with short pulse solid state lasers, superluminescent diodes (SLDs) have the 
advantages of low shot noise and near ideal Gaussian spectral shape. In the next two 
chapters, the work targeting the design and realization ofbroad spectral width and high 
power AMQW SLDs centered at 1300 nm is covered. This work can be divided into two 
parts: the waveguide optimization, which is discussed in Chapter 3, and the active region 
design and the measurements, which are presented in Chapter 4. 

In this chapter, I introduce the research work on the waveguide structure optimization 
and double-section mask design for the AMQW SLD centered at 1300 nm. The 
waveguide structure optimization targets maximization of the optical confinement factor 
r. The optical confinement factor is defined as the fraction of the mode energy contained 
in the active region that is available for interaction with the injected carriers. A high 
confinement factor improves the modal gain. In a ridge-waveguide structure, the light 
output is in the form ofa narrow beam with an elliptical cross section. The field 
distribution across the beam takes certain well-defined forms called spatial modes. A 
spatial mode is the specific solution ofMaxwell's equations that satisfies all the boundary 
conditions imposed by the laser structure. In the general multimode case the optical field 
is denoted by Epq, where p and q stands for the transverse and lateral modes specifying 
the field distribution in the direction perpendicular and parallel to the junction plane 
respectively. For the application for OCT, it is often desirable to design either 
semiconductor lasers or SLDs that emit light predominantly in the fundamental spatial 
mode because ofhigh coupling efficiency ofthe fundamental mode into single mode 
fibres. For this reason, only the fundamental mode is considered in the optimization of 
the confinement factor in this chapter. 

A ridge-waveguide structure was adopted for the SLD device which was designed 
and processed for application to OCT. The ridge-waveguide structure will be introduced 
in Section 3 .1.1. The calculation of the refractive index and the approximations in the 
calculation are introduced in Section 3.1.2. To calculate the confinement factor, the 
optical field in a 2D dielectric waveguide was solved with the effective index method. 
This is realized by solving the effective index of the centre region and the shoulder region 
of the ridge-waveguide structure with a transfer matrix method. The multi-layer planar 
optical waveguide in the transverse (or y direction, in Fig. 3.1) direction is solved with a 
transfer matrix method, and then an effective index method was solved for the 3-layer 
waveguide in the lateral (x in Fig. 3.1) direction with a calculated effective index. Once 
the optical field is known, the confinement factor is calculated. This calculation is 
introduced in Section 3.2. Optimization of the confinement factor is done by a Marquardt 
nonlinear least-squares fitting method. In the nonlinear fitting procedure, the 
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confinement factor is taken as a numerical function of the layer thickness in the growth 
direction. 

3.1.1 Ridge Waveguide Structure 

SiOi 
Cladding p-InP 

Buffer N-InP 
Substrate N-InP f .....___________. z&-4 

Figure 3.1 Ridge waveguide InGaAsP/InP SLD 

A ridge-wavefslide structure belongs to the group ofweakly index guided 
waveguide structures 5

• The ridge stripe was tilted seven-degrees to minimize the 
reflectance from the cleaved facet. An inclined anfe of seven degrees should 
theoretically reduce the facet reflectivity to < 10-6. A cross section of the structure of a 
conventional ridge waveguide heterostructure InGaAsP/InP MQW diode laser is shown 
in Fig. 3.1. The bottom of the structure is an InP substrate with n-type doping. Above 
the buffer layer, undoped separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) layers are grown 
surrounding an active region, which consists ofquantum-wells and barrier layers. The 
top of the device is p-type InP cladding material. A ridge structure is etched into the 
cladding material until the etch stop layer to create an optical waveguide to confine the 
laser mode spatially. A Si~ layer, which is normally 0.1 µm thick, is re-grown on top of 
the etch stop layer in the shoulder region for the purpose of current isolation. Metal 
contacts are deposited on the top and bottom of the device for the injection ofcarriers 
into the active region. 

Three SLD wafers centered at 1300 nm were grown and processed for the OCT 
application. Wafer #3979 and wafer #4177 were grown by gas-source, molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE) at McMaster University, and wafer #M0446 was grown by metal-organic 
chemical deposition (MOCVD) at the CPFC through the CMC. The structures are shown 
in Appendix A. The layers for SLD wafer #M0446 are shown in Table 3.1 to 
demonstrate the calculation of the confinement factor in this chapter. 
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Table 3.1 Structure of an SLD centered at 1300 nm (wafer # M0446) 

Layer Doping Strain(%) PL peak at 
type 

Thickness Refractiveln1-xGaxASyP1-y 
(cm-3) composition 300K 

x y 
(A) index 0- = 

(nm) 


Contact 

1.3 µm) 

Ptt-1E19 2000 0.47 1.0 0.01 3.55 
la_y_er 

Claddin__g_ p+ 1E18 12600 0 3.209 
Claddin__g_ P4E17 2000 0 3.209 
Etch st~ -0.01P4E17 50 0.28 0.61 3.52 
Claddin__g_ P 3E17 800 0 3.209 


SCH 
 P2El7 700.0 0.08 0.18 0 3.280 

SCH 
 P 1El7 700.0 0.14 0.31 0 3.336 


Barrier 
 200.0 0.17 0.32 0.16 3.338 

Well 
 -.3.573+i 1326.5 ...... '-0.8150.0 0.17 0.62 

~0.053 
__.Barrier 75.0 0.17 0.32 0.16 3.338 


Well 
 50.0 0.17 0.54 -0.55 3.474 1246.4 

Barrier 
 200.0 0.17 0.32 0.16 3.338 

SCH 
 N 1E17 700 0.14 0.31 0 3.336 

SCH 
 N4E17 700 0.08 0.18 0 3.280 


Buffer 
 Si-n 1E18 3.209 
Substrate 

0 
S-n 1E18 3.2090 
•explained in the text in section 3.1.2 marked as'*' 

3.1.2 Refractive Index of lnGaAsP Layers 

The refractive index of ln1-xGaxAsyP1-y depends on the wavelength, crystal 
composition, lattice mismatch, doping level, carrier density and temperature. For the 
quaternary ln1-xGaxASyP1-y that is lattice matched to the InP substrate, the composition of 
Ga and As has to obey the relation:47 

x =0.1894y /(0.4184-0.013y) (3.1) 

According to B. Groberg and S. Lindgren, 48 the refractive index ofln1-xGaxASyP1-y 
lattice matched to InP in the transparent region follows: 

E E2 4 2£2 E2 E2Ed d TJE ln( o - g - )]"2n= [1+-+--+-- (3.2)
E 3 E 2 -E2E tr0 0 g 

where 
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1J = trEd 12E~(Eg -E:), 

E 0 = 0.595x2 (1- y) + l.626xy- l.891y + 0.524x + 3.391, 

Ed =(12.36x-12.71)y+7.54x+28.91, 

E = 1.240/ A. 
where A. is the light wavelength in µm and Eis the light energy in Ev. Eo and Ed are the 
single oscillator parameters that are obtained from data for the four constituent binaries 
by interpolation with Vegard's rule. The equations fit for room temperature. The effect 
of strained layers such as the QWs and the barrier layers that are lower than ±1% is 
ignored because the thickness of these layers is<< the wavelength of the light that is 
produced. 

*The index ofrefraction in the active region layers needs a more sophisticated model 
that takes into account the band structure ofthe layers, interband transitions, as well as 
many body effects to calculate the complex dielectric constant above the transparent 
region49

• However, the index variations in the QWs will only provide a small 
perturbation on the overall optical mode calculation because of the very small thickness 
ofQW layers. Therefore, in this thesis, an approximation is made by averaging the index 
of the active region and ignoring the refractive index perturbation of the active region 
layers for above the transparent region. 

The refractive indices at a wavelength of 1.3 µmare shown in Table 3.1 and were 
calculated with the above equations. The index ofSi(h was taken as 1.46 at a 
wavelength of 1.3 µm. The calculation did not include the effects of free carriers and 
doping. Because the thicknesses of the QWs and barriers are< 10 nm and the 
wavelength of the light that is produced at 1.3 µm is much greater than the layer 
thicknesses, I use an average value of the index of the active region, computed as: 

Ll; xn; +Llk xnk 
1li = i k (3.3)

I:zk+ I:zi 
k i 

where hk is the layer thickness, ni,k is the index ofthe corresponding layers, i labels the 
QW, and k labels the barriers. This approximation for the index of the active region takes 
an average over the thickness of all five quantum wells and four barrier layers, but does 
not include the outermost barriers or SCH layers. 

3.1.3 Confinement Factor 

The confinement factor is calculated from the expression by knowing the optical field 
distribution E(x,y): 

a b 

f flE(x,y),2 dxdy 
r = 1li --=-a-..::;..b----- (3.4)

00 00 

neff JJIE{x,y)l2dxdy 
-00-00 
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where n1 is the averaged refractive index of the active region calculated with Eq.(3.3) and 
ne.uis the effective index of the waveguide. The width x height of the active region is 
taken to be 2a x 2b. 

3.2 Confinement Factor Calculation 

The effective index method50 was applied to determine the optical mode profile of the 
ridge waveguide as shown in Fig. 3.2. w "' 

11111 

neff_C 
neff_S neff_C neff_S 

neff_S 

i 

i arr 

.,T~ ~ 

I 
(a)I 

Figure 3.2 Schematics of solving 2-D ridge waveguide with arbitrary layers in the growth direction 

The effective index method is an approximate method for solving 2-D rectangular 
waveguides and requires the solution for two slab waveguides. For the TE-polarized 
mode, the electric field Ex which is parallel to the lateral (x) direction is the dominant 
component. It was shown by Zory5 that the TM gain in a compressively strained 
quantum well is drastically suppressed due to the effective removal of the LH subband 
transitions and thus TE polarization dominates in our SLD structure. To determine E(x,y), 
first, a transfer matrix method52 was first applied to find the fundamental spatial mode for 
the ridge area and the shoulder area respectively. Thus the electric field G(y) for the 
fundamental mode is obtained and from this, the effective index in the ridge area neff_C 
and the effective index in the shoulder area neff_S, are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). 
Next, a three layer slab waveguide problem is solved in the transverse direction as shown 
in Fig. 3 .2 (b). This slab waveguide has three layers with indices neff_S, neff_C, and neff_S, 
with the Ex component perpendicular to the slab boundaries. Therefore, the guidance 
condition for the TM modes for the three layer slab waveguide is applied. The optical 
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field distribution varies with both x and y direction, which is noted as F(x,y). Thus the 
total optical field Ex is written as Ex(x,y)~F(x,y)G(y). 

Wnnn 
y=yn-2 

y=y2 

y=yl 

y=y_1=yo=O 

Figure 3.3 General form of a multilayer structure. Each layer (j) is of uniform index n1• A1and B1 are 
forward and backward propagation wave amplitudes. W1is the layer thickness. 

The transfer matrix method that was adopted in this thesis is described in Ref. 52. 
The method is for solving a planar optical waveguide which consists ofstratified 
constant-index layers with parallel boundaries; see Fig. 3.3. pjy is the propagation 
constant in y direction and ~jz is the propagation constant in z direction. The method is 
based on the assumption that, in order for the structure to behave as a waveguide, the 
energy flow has to be parallel to the layer boundaries. In the direction normal to the 
boundaries, the structure must behave as a resonator which means that there is no net 
energy flow in this direction. 

Suppose that each layer has forward- and backward-propagating plane waves with 
amplitude A; and B; in the direction normal to the boundary, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The 
amplitude and the phase of these plane waves are related to the plane waves in the 
neighbouring layers by the continuity condition of the transverse electric and magnetic 
fields at the boundaries. This will build a matrix. When the boundary conditions are 
applied to the waves in the subsequent layers, and finally to the forward and backward 
waves of the unconfined superstrate and substrate regions, a 2x2 transfer matrix will be 
obtained relating the amplitude and the phases of the forward and backward waves in the 
superstrate region (A1 and B1) to those in the substrate region (An and Bn). In order to 
satisfy the resonance condition, the amplitude of the forward plane wave in the substrate 
A1 and the amplitude of the backward plane wave in the superstrate Bn must have zero 
amplitude. This requirement will force one element in the transfer matrices to be zero, as 
shown in the following equation: 

[An] = [a1 a 2 ][ 0 ] (3.5) 
0 a3 a 4 B1 
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Equation (3.5) can be satisfied only ifthe element <X4 of the matrix is equal to zero. 
<X4 is a function of the propagation constant Pz· Therefore, if the index profile of a 
waveguide is known, the effective index neff =Plko ofthe waveguide can be determined 
by solving 04(filko) = 0, where ko = 271flo is the wave number in free space. 

When this zero transfer-matrix element condition is satisfied, the propagation 
constants (in the direction normal to the boundary)of the two remaining nonzero waves in 
the substrate and the superstrate regions are imaginary. Thus the fields in these two 
regions are evanescent, which matches the requirement for guided-wave modes. 
Therefore, this method is also called the zero-element method. 

To obtain the effective index neffi a numerical method was used to solve the equation 
04(p/k0) = 0. Because it is known that the effective index is in between the maximum 
index and minimum index of the layers, a plot of04 as a function ofrefractive index was 
achieved according to the transfer matrix method. There will be a point at which 04 is 
real and is zero ifthe structure performs as a waveguide. Figure 3.4 shows the plot of 04 
vs refractive index. 04 is complex when the refractive index is smaller than 3.225 and is 
not shown in the figure. 

Figure 3.4 Plot of 04 vs. index 

The effective index of the ridge area for the structure shown in Table 3.1 is calculated 
to be neff_C = 3.2571, and the effective index of the shoulder area is neff_S= 3.2343. The 
electrical field for the ridge area and shoulder area are shown in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b) 
respectively. Note that the electric field is evanescent at the substrate which shows that 
the layers are working as a waveguide. 
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Figure 3.5 Electric field in they direction (a) ridge area. (b) shoulder area 

Next, the three-layer symmetric slab waveguide with indices ofneff_S, neff_C, neff_S 
are solved. The thickness of the center layer is the ridge width w. In this step, one has to 
be aware that the Ex component is perpendicular to the slab boundaries; therefore, the 
guidance condition for the TM modes of the slab waveguide should be applied50

• The 
eigenvalue equation is: 

w w wn;
a- =-(k -)tan(k -) (3.9)

2 n~ x 2 x 2 

To solve kx , the relation ofkx, Pz, and a is needed: 
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kz +P2 =kzn2 
x z 0 c 

{ 2 -a +p; =kgn; 

By eliminating Pz. one obtains: 
a 2 +k; =kg(n~ -n;) (3.10) 

where kx,, Pz, and a are derived from mode solutions of the form of the magnetic 
field: 

w 
cos(kx ;)e-a(x-w/2) x~-

2 

HY (x) = CeiP,z cos(kxx) 
w

Ix 1=:; 2 (3.11) 

cos(kx ;)ea(x+w/2) w 
x~--

2 
1

For the electric field,Ex(x) = x--(pzHy), and the effective index of2-D waveguide is 
OJ&; 

neff= P/ko. Figure 3.6 shows the electric field in the transverse direction for a ridge 
width of 1.5 µm. There are two discontinuous points in Ex(y) because of the boundary 
condition for the TE mode in the transverse direction. The effective index for the 2D 
waveguide is 3.24 79. 

10 

9 

8 

3 


2 


1.__~_.~~---~~.....__~~""-~--~~........~~--~........ 

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2 

x direction (m) x 10"" 

Figure 3.6 Electrical field in x direction 

Once the optical field is calculated, the optical confinement factor is calculated with 
Eq. (3.3). 
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3.3 Optimization of the Confinement Factor 

Ifthe waveguide structure is designed properly, the peak of the optical field overlaps 
with the active region, which means that optical confinement factor is maximized in the 
ridge waveguide structure. To achieve the maximum optical confinement factor, it is 
necessary to optimize the thicknesses ofvarious layers especially the ridge height, the 
thickness of the cladding layers and of the SCH layers. In this section I will introduce the 
work that targets the optimization of the confinement factor with a Marquardt least
square nonlinear fitting method. 

The confinement factor can be taken as a nonlinear function of the layer thicknesses, 
i.e., I(ai.a2. .... an), as calculated in Section 3.2. ai, ai, .... an could be the thicknesses of 
the growth layers such as the ridge height, the thickness of the cladding layer, the SCH 
layers, and the outermost barriers. To find the maximum r, the goodness-of-fit 
parameter x.2 was defined as x.2 = 1 - r 2• Thus my target is to find the minimum of x.2 as 
a function ofa1, ai, .... an. 

A least-square method53 is based on the theory of the method ofmaximum likelihood 
in fitting the analytical function (dependent variable y to be a function ofindependent 
variables x; as y(xJ) to the experimental measurements. The probability for the observed 
measurements to be the actual value is assumed to follow the Gaussian distribution with a 
standard deviation of u. The maximum likelihood method maximizes the probability of 
the obtaining the measurements given the fitting parameters. Because a Gaussian 
function is the exponential of the negative ofa sum ofsquares, maximizing the 
probability is equivalent to minimizing the sum in the exponential, which is called the 
goodness-of-fit parameter x.2• 

However, there is no true value in optimizing the confinement factor in my case. x.2 = 

1 - r 2 is a numerical function of the layer thicknesses a1, ai, .... an. The target for the 
nonlinear fitting is to search the minimum of x.2 in the parameter space ai, ai, .... an. A 
Marquardt nonlinear fitting method53 is adopted for this work. 

The optimization of the confinement factor for the SLD structure was started based 
on the known wafer structure #4177. I focused on the optimization of the thickness of 
the growth layers in they direction. In theory, all of the 22 layers, including their growth 
thicknesses, could be set as independent variables. However, it was found in my 
calculations that the starting point of the nonlinear fitting is important because of the 
existence oflocal minima in the parameter space. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 
allow the thicknesses ofall the layers to be independent variables. It was found from my 
experience that the ridge height, the thickness of the cladding layer underneath the etch 
stop, the SCH layers, and the two outermost barrier layers were the parameters that are 
most important. In the following calculation, I demonstrate the results of the 
optimization with the chosen parameter space. 

The confinement factor for structure #4177 (which has one SCH layer on each side of 
the active region with thicknesses of800 A, as shown in Table 3.2) is calculated to be 
6.42% with an netr_C = 3. 2422, netr_S = 3.2197, and netr= 3.2330. Figure 3.7 shows the 
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steps in a maximization of the confinement factor by choosing six variables as ai (ridge 
height), as (cladding layer underneath the etch stop), a6, a10 (SCH layers) and a1, a9 (the 
outermost barrier layers) as the fitting parameters. The final structure that gave r = 
6.88% with neff_C = 3.2383, neff_S = 3.2189, and neff= 3.2298 is shown in Table 3.3. 
Compared with structure #4177, it was found that the ridge height was increased to 1.6 
µm, the cladding layer as was decreased to 0.118 µm, the SCH layer a6, was decreased to 
61 nm and a10 was increased to 147.6 nm. Through this calculation it was found that the 
layer thicknesses with small numbers such as the outermost barrier layers did not change 
much. 

7 
ii 
; 6.9 
1111e. 6.8 ...16.7 

c 6.6
• 
~ 6.5 
c
'E 6.4 
0 
CJ 6.3 

• • 

• 

• 

0 2 3 4 5 

Iteration number 

Figure 3. 7 Improvement of confmement factor starting from #4177 
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Table 3.2 Structure of wafer #4177 

Thickness C~osition 

0.15 µm (a1) 
1.25 µm(a2) 
0.15 µm(a3) 
15 A (a.) 

0.15~(as) 
800 (~) 

300 A (a1) 
5oA I 
75A I 
so A I 
1sA I 
so A I (a8) 
1sA I 
soA I 
1sA I 
soA I 
300 A(~) 
800 A (a10) 
0.6µm_(aq2_ 

p-InGaAs contact layer 
p-InP 
p-InP 
p-lno.12Gao.2sAso.61Po.39 
p-InP 
lno.92Gao.osAso.11sPo.82s 
lno.82sG8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.sJ>o.46 
lno.828G8o.112Aso.31~0.684 
Jno.92Gao.osAso.11sPo.82s 
n-InP 

n-InP substrate 
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Table 3.3 Structure for nonlinear fitting result which started with #4177 

Thickness Composition 
0.15 µm (a1) 
1.60 µm(a2) 
0.15 µm (a3) 
75 A (ai) 
0.118 µm(a5) 
610 A (36) 
300 A (a1) 
5oA I 
75A I 
50A I 
75A I 
50 A I (as) 
75A I 
50A I 
75A I 
5oA I 
300 A (39) 
1476 A (a10) 
0.6 µm{a11) 

p-InGaAs contact layer 
p-InP 
p-InP 
p-lno.12Gao.2sAso.61Po.39 
p-InP 
lno.92Gao.osAso.115Po.s25 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.3t~0.684 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.62Po.3s 
lno.828Gao.112Aso.31~o.684 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.62Po.38 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.31~o.684 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.62Po.3s 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.31~0.684 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.62Po.3s 
lno.828Gao.112Aso.3t~o.684 
lno.82sGao.112Aso.sJ>o.46 
lno.s2sGao.112Aso.31~o.684 
lno.92Gao.osAso.115Po.s25 
n-InP 

n-InP substrate 

To step out of the local minimum that was obtained by the fit starting with the 
initial parameter associated with wafer #41 77, another SCH layer was added as a new 
starting point. The compositions of the two SCH layers were chosen based on the 
principle of increasing the confinement factor. It was found by my calculation that, when 
the SCH layers close to the active region have high refractive indices, the confinement 
factor will be increased. Therefore, the inner SCH layers were chosen to have indices 
close to the indices of the outermost barrier layers. Table 3.4 shows the initial structure 
parameters. It was found that the confinement factor for this initial structure was 8.33% 
with netr_C = 3.2602, netr_S = 3.2464, and an effective index for the 2D waveguide 
structure for the :fundamental TE mode ofnetr= 3 .2531. 
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Table 3.4 Varied structure with two SCH layers as a starting point for the nonlinear fitting 

Thickness Com~sition 

0.2 µm (a1) p-InGaAs contact layer 
1.40 µm (a2) p-InP 

O.l~(a3) p-InP 

50 (34) p-lno.12Gao2s.Aso.61Po.39 

0.15~(as) p-InP 

700 (~) lno.92G8o.08ASo.18P0.82 
100 A (a1) lno.86G8o.1~so.31Po.69 
300 A (as) lno.828G8o.112Aso.32Po.68 
50A1 lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
75AI lno.828G8o.112Aso.316Po.684 
50AI lno Gao As P.828 .172 0.62 0.38 
75AI lno.828G8o.112Aso.J16Po.684 
50A1<~> lno.828G8o.112ASo.62Po.38 
75AI lno.828G8o.112Aso.316Po.684 
50AI lno.828G8o.112Aso.62Po.38 
75AI lno.828G8o.112Aso.J16Po.684 
50A1 lno.828G8o.112Aso.~o.46 
300 A (a10) lno.828G8o.112Aso.32Po.68 
700 A (an) lno.86G8o.1~so.31Po.69 
100 A (a12) lno.92G8o.08ASo.1sP0.82 
0.75 µm _(a13) n-InP 
n-InP substrate 

Starting with this structure and setting the parameter space as six variables (a2, as, a6, 
as, aw, a12), the confinement factor increased to 9.71 % as shown in Fig. 3.8. It was found 
that the confinement factor converged to a stable number after 9 iterations. The final 
structure for this calculation is shown in Table 3.5. For the optimized structure, neff_C = 

3.2571, neff_S = 3.2315, and the effective index of the 2D waveguide structure for the 
fundamental mode neff= 3.2474. 
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Figure 3.8 Improvement of conf'mement factor starting from table 3.4 


Table 3.5 Optimized structure with two SCH layers 


Thickness Com~sition 

0.2 µm (a1) p-InGaAs contact layer 
1.36 µm (a2) p-InP 

O.l~(a3) p-InP 

50 (a.) p-lno.12Gao2s.Aso.61Po.39 
0.061 µm (as) p-InP 

699 A (86) lno.92Gao.os.Aso.1sPo.s2 
100 A (a1) lno.s6Gao.1~So.31Po.69 
199 A (as) lno.828Gao.112Aso.32Po.68 
5oA I lno.828Gao.112Aso.62Po.38 
75A I lno Gao As P.828 .172 0.316 0.684 
5oA I lno.828Gao.112Aso.62Po.38 
75A I lno.828Gao.112Aso.J16Po.684 
50 A I(39) lno.828Gao.112Aso.62Po.38 
75A I lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 
50A I lno.828Gao.112Aso.62Po.38 
75A I lno.828Gao.112ASo.316Po.684 
5oA I lno.828Gao.112Aso.s~o.46 
199 A (a10) lno Gao As P.828 .172 0.32 0.68 
700 A (au) lno.86Gao.1~So.J1 P o.69 
699 A (a12) Jno.92Gao.osAso.1sPo.s2 
0.75 J.J.Ill (aq}_ n-InP 
n-InP substrate 
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Compared with structure #4177, the confinement factor increased about 51.4%. The 
finalized growth sheet is shown in Appendix A as structure M0446. The cladding layer 
underneath the etch stop was set to be 0.08 µm compared with 0.061 µmin Table 3.5 in 
order to guarantee the confinement of the optical field in the active region. The 
confinement factor for the final growth structure ofM0446 is calculated to be 9.19%. 
Thus the confinement factor ofM0446 increased 43.2% compared with wafer #4177. 

Three wafers ofstructure #M0446 were grown at the same time with MOCVD by 
CPFC. Wafer one was used for measurement of the wavelength of the photo-luminescent 
(PL) peak. Wafer two was processed at the CPFC using a double section mask, which 
was designed by the author and is shown in Appendix B. The third wafer was processed 
by the author in the CEDT cleanroom at McMaster University. PL measurement has two 
peaks from QWs with two different transition energies: one has a peak at 1324 nm, the 
other has a peak 1246 nm. It shows the CPFC growth is a success (see Fig. 3.9). 
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Figure 3.9 PL peak of wafer M 0446 

The four-layer mask, which is shown in Appendix B, was designed with ridge 
widths of3, 4, 5 and 6 µm. It was shown by near field measurements (see Appendix C) 
that all of the 1.3 µm SLD are single transverse mode. The mask was designed for a 
double section ridge-waveguide structure, which is shown schematically in Fig. 3.10. 
The back section and front section are separated by etching the InGaAs contact layer. 
Measurements of the power and the spectra will be shown in the next chapter after 
introduction of the active region design. The spectral measurements show that the double 
section waveguide structure improves both the power output and the spectral width of an 
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SLD. 


Figure 3.10 Schematic of double-Section Angled-Stripe Structure 

To check the effect ofoptimization ofthe confinement factor, two devices with the 
same parameters (both are double section, with front section 750 µm long, back section 
400 µm long, and 4 µm ridge width) were cleaved from wafer #M0446 and wafer #4177 
and were measured under the same condition. The spectra are shown in Fig. 3.1 l(a) and 
(b ). The pump current for the back section was 7 mA and the front section driving 
current was 220 mA. The power was measured under free space with a large area 
InGaAs detector. It was found that the power for an SLD cleaved from M0446 increased 
about 95 % (1.04 mW for M0446 and 0.533 mW for 4177) compared with the SLD 
cleaved from #4177. 
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75nm. (b)spectrum of double section SLD cleaved from wafer #4177 with power of 
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3.4 Conclusion 

Optimization ofthe SLD waveguide, which targets the maximization of the optical 
confinement factor, was introduced in this chapter. An effective index method was 
applied to solve the rectangular waveguide structure. A planar waveguide with arbitrary 
layers was solved with a transfer matrix method. When the optical field was known, the 
optimization of the confinement factor was performed by a Marquardt least-square 
nonlinear fitting method. The confinement factor was increased from 6.4% to 9.2% for 
the final growth structure. Measurement of SLD output power ofdevices that were 
cleaved from the wafer with the old waveguide and with the optimized waveguide 
showed that the power increased 95%. 

Besides the waveguide structure design, another important concern for a high 
power, broad spectral width SLD is the design of the active region. From the gain 
calculation of asymmetric multiple quantum well (AMQW) devices, it was found that a 
broad spectral width is obtained only when transitions from short-wavelength wells and 
from long-wavelength wells contribute nearly equally to the gain spectrum. This part of 
my research will be presented in Chapter 4. 
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4 Active Region Design Considerations for AMQW 
Broad Spectral Width SLDs and Measurements of 
SLDs 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I describe my work on the design ofthe active region of 
asymmetric multiple-quantum-well (AMQW) broad spectral width superluminescent 
diodes (SLDs) centered at 1.3 µm. Compared with an LED, an edge emitting SLD takes 
advantage ofconfinement by an optical waveguide to enhance amplification of the 
spontaneous emission. However, the facet reflectivities on an edge-emitting SLD have to 
be minimized to supf.ress the feedback and the attendant spectral modulation. AR 
coating ofone facet, 4 integrated absorber, angled stripe55 or a combination of these 
methods were published in previous research. These works were mainly focused on 
SLDs with symmetric multiple quantum wells.27 Some publications, such as those by 
Yamatoya et af6 and the group ofC. F. Lin,28 used asymmetric multi-quantum wells 
(AMQW) for SLDs but these papers only reported experimental results. Until now, there 
has been no theoretical direction for the design of the AMQW active region for a broad 
spectral width SLD. 

The design of the active region for AMQW SLDs in my work is based on 
simulations of the gain and the emission spectra ofAMQW SLDs, and on comparisons 
with experimental data oftwo SLD structures: Structure 1 (wafer# 3979) and Structure 2 
(wafer #M0446). Structure 1 was a first attempt, based on intuition and experience with 
AMQW lasers, at the design and fabrication ofa broad spectral width SLD. However, 
measurements showed that devices of this first design would operate with a broad 
spectral width only at low current. Thus low output power could only be achieved. 
Structure 2 was then designed based on simulations and taking into account our 
understanding and results from measurements on devices based on structure 1. The 
AMQW gain simulations show that there exists a critical carrier density at which the peak 
gains of the red and blue wells are approximately equal and at this point, the total gain 
curve is broad and relatively flat. We call this carrier density the transition carrier density 
(TCD). It was found that the transition carrier density (TCD) for structure 1 was much 
lower than that of structure 2. It is shown that the simulation, which is based on gain 
calculations with a Galerkin method, can predict the TCD for different active region 
designs. 

A seven degree tilted-stripe ridge waveguide structure was adopted to reduce the 
reflectance from the cleaved facet for the SLDs. No AR coatings were applied to the 
facets. In addition to single section SLDs, double-section devices were processed by 
etching through the contact layer. An un-pumped back section works as an absorbing 
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volume to reduce further the reflectance of the back facet. However, ifone pumps the 
back section ofAMQW SLDs with a couple ofmilliamperes, the operation of the devices 
will be enhanced by a broadening of the SLD spectrum at the red side. When the back 
section is pumped, the short wavelength light that is emitted will be absorbed by the front 
section; the long wavelength light (i.e., the red light), however, will penetrate through the 
front section (assuming that the front section is pumped hard and the bands are filled) 
because the front section is transparent for the long wavelengths. It will be shown that 
the output power is also increased by pumping both sections. 

4.2 AMQW SLD active region design consideration 

It was found in our previous research in broadly tunable AMQW InGaAsP/InP 
lasers22

• 
23 that there exits one critical cavity length called the transition cavity length 

(TCL) and that this TCL plays a crucial role in obtaining broadly tunable operation at a 
set injection current. The TCL was defined as the cavity length below which a cleaved 
AMQW laser operates at short-wavelengths at threshold and above which the laser 
operates at long-wavelengths at threshold. Ifthe laser is cleaved slightly longer than the 
TCL, the laser can be tuned in a short external cavity over transitions from the short 
wavelength (blue) wells and from the long wavelength (red) wells of the AMQW active 
region without changing the injected current. This characteristic makes the AMQW 
device broadly tunable laser and especially suitable for application to Fourier domain 
OCT and to synthesized OCT as shown in Chapter 2.19 

The physics behind the idea of the TCL is the dependence of the gain ofan AMQW 
laser on the carrier density as shown in Fig. 4.1. Because the quasi-Fermi level of the red 
well is lower than that ofa blue well, the red well reaches transparency at a lower carrier 
density than a blue well. As the carrier density increases, blue wells reach transparency 
and contribute to the gain. At a particular carrier density, the peak gains of the red and 
blue wells are approximately equal and the total gain curve is broad and relatively flat. 
We call this carrier density the transition carrier density (TCD). At higher carrier 
densities, the gain at short wavelengths is greater than the gain at long wavelengths since 
the short wavelengths experience gain from both the red and the blue wells. 

The TCD plays a similar role in the design ofbroad spectral width AMQW SLDs. 
The spectral output of an AMQW SLD with two transition energies is dominated by the 
low energy transitions for low carrier densities and by the high energy transitions for high 
carrier densities. In both cases the spectral output is similar in width to that of a 
symmetric multiple-quantum well SLD (with one transition energy). Only when the 
device operates near the TCD do transitions from the red and the blue wells contribute 
nearly equally to produce a broad spectral output. For tunable AMQW lasers the 
operating carrier density is determined by the threshold condition. However there is no 
threshold condition for AMQW SLDs; the operating carrier density is restricted only by 
the operating current density. For an AMQW SLD with two transitions ofdifferent 
energies, there exists a specific current density at which the two transitions contribute 
equally to the spectral output. 
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Note that the carrier density that I am referring to is the carrier density in the 
quantum wells. For InGaAsP/InP AMQW devices, it was shown22 that the carrier density 
in the quantum wells decreases from the p-side to the n-side because of the low mobility 
of the holes caused by the large heterobarriers in the valence bands. Therefore, I refer to 
the carrier density for the quantum well nearest the p-side. An exponential decay of the 
carrier density from the p-side QWs to then-side QWs is assumed. This assumption was 
found22 to be consistent with the measured performance ofAMQW lasers. The 
nonuniform carrier density is also the reason why the sequence of the quantum well is 
important for a specific design ofan AMQW laser or an AMQW SLD. 
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Figure 4.1 Depiction of the transition carrier density concept 

The carrier density in the quantum wells is a dynamic parameter. There exists 
dynamic equilibrium between pumping rate, carrier density, and the radiation density. 
This equilibrium is usually described by a rate equation. 56 One can get a specific carrier 
density under steady state conditions. When the device is running under steady state, the 
carrier density in the quantum wells is a function of the injection current. Once the 
dimensions ofthe quantum well are fixed, the terms 'transition carrier density' and 
'transition current' can be used interchangeably since the two are related by a rate 
equation as shown in the next section. 

It is shown in the next section that the TCD has to be relatively high to achieve a 
reasonably high output power. However the TCD should not be too high and 
unattainable owing to thermal effects or current supply limitations. 
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4.3 Model Descriptions 

The AMQW SLD design software65
•
67 includes three parts: a gain and 

spontaneous emission calculator for a given carrier density; an SLD emission spectrum 
calculator for a given gain spectrum; and a carrier density calculator for given applied 
current. These three calculators are coupled with each other. Newton's method is 
applied in the emission spectrum calculator to find iteratively the solution at steady state 
for an SLD by starting with an initial guess for the carrier density as 1 o22 m -3 in the 
quantum well at the p-side. The gain calculator starts with a calculation of the band 
structure. A 6-band Galerkin method is applied to calculate the band structure and QW 
transition energies.24 The Galerkin approach is a powerful tool for calculating band 
structure as it is both accurate and computationally efficient. Gain and spontaneous 
emission spectra are then calculated for each QW using the method described by 
Chuang.57 In addition to the QW transition energies, the gain and spontaneous emission 
calculator requires a carrier density to be specified for each QW. An exponential decay 
with a decay distance x0 of30 nm was assumed for the distribution ofcarriers over the 
quantum wells from the p-side to the n-side with the total thickness of the active region of 

70 nm: N(x) = N 0e-x1 
Xo. No is the carrier density in the quantum well at the p-side which 

will be obtained by the carrier density calculator. The individual QW gain and 
spontaneous emission curves are summed to produce the total gain and spontaneous 
emission spectra. Then the spectral output calculator (see Eq. (4.1)) takes the gain, 
spontaneous emission spectra and the physical parameters describing the SLD cavity as 
inputs. The output spectrum is then calculated using a probability amplitude transfer 
matrix method described by Morrison et af8 as: 

2 2 2
l - e- gL Ir 1 (e gL -1) ]

2 + "'--'--''---'----'
1 g g 

x 2 [ + -2-(~m(r1 ) + 9le(r1)sin( 2k0nRL)- ~m(r1 ) cos( 2k0nRL)) 
konR 

(4.1) 

The above equation for Ir is calculated by treating the SLD as an amplifier of 
spontaneous emission. Ir is the total light intensity output at the right facet. n= nR+in1 is 
the complex effective index of the SLD waveguide. g is the modal gain which is defined 
as kom. Lis the cavity length. r, and rt are the complex amplitude reflectivity of the 
facets at the right and left sides. ..J'm( ) and file( ) are the imaginary and real parts ofa 
complex number. The SLD cavity was modeled as a Fabry-Perot cavity with estimated 
front and back facet reflectance of0.5%. The ridge width was set to 4 µm for all 
calculations and the cavity length was varied. The third term in the bracket is the cross 
correlation term which takes into account the interference between the emitted light 
traveling in two opposite directions12

• 

The combination of the Galerkin band structure and QW energy level solver, the 
gain and spontaneous emission calculator, and the spectral emission calculator permits 
the output spectra of an AMQW SLD to be calculated given the active region parameters, 
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the cavity parameters, and the carrier densities in the QWs. The final piece of the model 
is to solve for the carrier densities in the QWs for a given applied current. To do so, we 
set up a carrier density calculator using a rate equation for each QW as follows: 

wT/w =NW +CN! + Jsw(A.)dA.+ L JBw(i)(Gw(A)-l)(I+R(A.)Gw(A,))dA, (4.2) 
Vwe T nr allwel/s 

where w denotes the wth QW, lw is the current injected into the wth well, T)w is the current 
efficiency of the wth well, which was set to 0.2 for all wells, Vw is the volume of the wth 

well, and Nw is the carrier density for the wth well. The NwlT.nr and CNw3 terms account for 
non-radiative and Auger recombination respectively. The non-radiative recombination 
lifetime, T.nr, was set to 5 ns and C was set to 3x1041 m6·s-1. Sw(A.) is the total 
spontaneous emission rate per unit volume for the wth QW into 47t steradians. The fourth 
term in Eq. (4.2) is the amplified spontaneous emission where Bw(AJ=PSw(A.)lgw(A). 
gw(A) is the gain coefficient generated by the wth QW and Gw(A) is the single pass gain 
generated by the wth QW. pis the spontaneous emission factor which gives the fraction 
of spontaneous photons contributing to the mode. The QW rate equation, Eq. (4.2), is 
coupled through the photon population and the carrier density in the QW with the gain 
calculator and the output spectrum calculator Eq. (4.1). Equation (4.2) is solved 
iteratively using Newton's method to converge to the final solution for the carrier density. 

Figure 4.2 shows two active region designs ofAMQW 1.3 µm SLDs and 
illustrates the design ideology of the TCD approach. Appendix A shows the growth sheet 
ofwafer #3979 and wafer #M0446. Both active regions are composed of five soA QWs 
separated by 75A barriers. In each active region the compositions of the QWs vary to 
create the asymmetry. For both wafers, the barrier compositions are lno.SJGao.11ASo.32Po.68 
which induces 0.2% tensile strain. The indium to gallium ratio is also kept constant at 
Ino.83Gao.11 in the QWs for both structures. For structure 1 (wafer# 3979) the arsenic to 
phosphorous ratio is ASo.~o.40 for the p-side well and decreases moving to the n-side of 
the active region as follows: ASo.s9Po.4i. ASo.ssPo.4s, ASo.s3Po.47, and ASo.s2sPo.41s for then
side well. For structure 2 (wafer# M0446) the arsenic to phosphorous ratio of then-side 
well is ASo.s~o.46 and the ratio for the other four wells is ASo.62Po.38· 
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Figure 4.2 AMQW active regions of Structure 1 (a) and Structure 2 (b) 


Figure 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 are the modal gain spectra for structure 1and2 under three 
different carrier densities. The solid curve in each plot is at the transition carrier density. 
The TCD is 4.4x 1018 cm -3 for structure 1. Structure 1 was designed, based on experience 
with AMQW lasers, by placing 5 QWs with increasing transition energies from the p-side 
to the n-side. The structure was grown by gas-source, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 
and processed in the cleanroom at McMaster University. Measurements indicated that 
the SLD ofstructure 1 reached the TCD at a low current of50 mA for a device with a 
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450 µm cavity length and a 4 µm ridge width, and only a low power of 50 µ W could be 
achieved. Based on the experiences with Structure 1, the active region for Structure 2 
was designed. Basically we wanted the short-wavelength well to contribute to the gain at 
high carrier densities only. This can be accomplished by four red wells and one blue well 
at then-side. As a result, the TCD for Structure 2 is 8.3x1018 cm-3

• This was determined 
by running the gain calculator while adjusting the compositions of the red wells and the 
blue well to set the center of the gain curve at 1300 nm. 
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Figure 4.3 Calculated gain spectra for Structure 1 (wafer# 3979) at three carrier densities 
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Figure 4.4 Calculated gain spectra for Structure 2 (wafer# M0446) at three carrier densities 

Once the cavity parameters of the SLD are fixed, the TCD could be observed from 
the spectral measurements. There exists an injection current, which could be observed 
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from the output spectrum, with equal contributions from both the red and the blue wells. 
We call this current the transition current. The carrier density in the QWs is not a 
parameter that could be measured directly, while the injected current is. For this reason, 
Fig. 4.5 shows from the carrier density calculator a plot of the carrier density in the p-side 
QW versus the injection current for Structure 2. For the data shown in Fig. 4.5 the cavity 
length and ridge width were set to be 250 µm and 4 µm. 
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Figure 4.S Simulated carrier density verse injected current in QW at the p-side for Structure 2 

The simulated output spectra for three injected currents are shown in Fig. 4.6 and 
Fig. 4. 7 for Structures I and 2 respectively. The ridge width was set to be 4 µm for the 
calculations. The transition current is 65 mA for Structure I with a spectral width of 85 
nm, and it is around 200 mA for Structure 2 with a spectral width ofaround I 00 nm. 
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Figure 4.6 Model spectra for Structure 1 with cavity length of 450 µm 
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Figure 4. 7 Model spectra for Structure 2 with cavity length of 250 µm 

For a given AMQW SLD active region design, the TCD is fixed. However, the 
transition current depends on the cavity length and the ridge width of the SLD. For a 
longer cavity length device, the transition current will be higher because the volume of 
the active region is larger (see LHS ofEq. (4.2)). This is verified in both the spectral 
simulation and the experimental measurements. However, there exists an upper limit for 
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the cavity length. Because a long cavity length will provide more gain for the device, it 
will cause the SLD to lase. Therefore, it is necessary to find the maximum cavity length 
at which we could obtain large gain without lasing and could reach the transition current 
before the thermal roll-off. The lasing threshold is determined by the facet reflectivity. 
So for lower facet reflectivity, the maximum cavity length will be longer, and vice versa. 
This effect is shown in the next section for structure 2 for a two section device with the 
back section working as an absorber to reduce further the facet reflectance. 

4.4 Experimental Results 

Structures 1 (wafer# 3979) and 2 (wafer# M0446) were processed as seven degree 
tilted stripe ridge waveguides to minimize the reflectance from the cleaved facet. A 
seven degree inclined anwe of the stripe waveguide could theoretically reduce the facet 
reflectivity to be< 10-6.5 For Structure 1 the gain curve is predicted to be 85 nm wide, 
as shown in Fig. 4.3, which is approximately double that ofa conventional symmetric 
quantum well device. The broadened gain leads the designer to believe that an SLD 
produced from this material will be broadly emitting. Measured spectra are shown for 
Structure 1 with a ridge width of4 µm and a cavity length of450 µm in Fig. 4.8. The 
transition current of this device is found to be 50 mA. It is a bit lower than the calculated 
result (this was also found in structure 2), likely due to underestimated parameters in the 
simulation such as the cavity loss and facet reflectivity. Below and above 50 mA the 
spectrum is narrow and is dominated either by the low energy transitions or the high 
energy transitions. It is only near 50 mA, which corresponds to the transition carrier 
density, that the spectrum is substantially broadened beyond that ofa conventional 
device. The FWHM ofthe spectral output at the TCD is about 90 nm. However at 50 
mA the output power of Structure 1 devices were approximately 50 µW, which is too low 
to meet OCT system requirements. To attain higher output power in combination with a 
broad spectral output, the transition carrier density must be increased. Structure 2 was 
designed based on this experience. 
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Figure 4.8 Measured Spectra for Structure 1 with 450 µm cavity length 
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The active region design in Structure 2 increased the TCD by adjusting the blue 
well to be able to reach the TCD only at very high carrier densities. Figure 4.9 is the 
measured output spectra for a 450 µm cavity length device with a 4 µm ridge width. The 
transition current is around 160 mA for this device. The transition from the red wells to 
the blue well can be observed. Above the transition current, the power will continuously 
increase but the blue well starts to dominate. The spectral width at 160 mA of structure 2 
is about 100 nm centered at 1300 nm as expected from the simulation. The power at this 
cavity length is about 0.7 mW. 
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Figure 4.9 Measured output spectra for Structure 2 with 400p.m cavity length 

The transition current will be higher for longer cavity-length SLDs. The 
transition current reaches It ::::: 200 mA for a 600 µm cavity length. If the ridge width 
increases from 4 µm to 6 µm, the transition current increases 5 mA to 10 mA. Since a 
long device will provide more gain for the light, the devices with cavity lengths over 600 
µm will lase even before the transition current is reached. Thus the SLD has to be shorter 
than 600 µm. The total power for a 600 µm SLD is about 1 mW. 

To improve the power of the SLD, Structure 2 was processed as a double section 
ridge-waveguide structure, which is shown schematically in Fig. 3.11. The back section 
and front section are separated by etching the InGaAs contact layer and thus the metal 
contact is separated also. The thickness of the SCH layers, the cladding layers, and the 
ridge height were designed to optimize the confinement factor as introduced in Chapter 3. 
This is essential for both diode lasers and SLDs. Only when the light is well confined in 
the active region can the efficiency ofstimulated emission be increased. A transfer 
matrix method 60 was used to solve for the modes of the two dimensional waveguide and 
a Marquardt nonlinear fitting 61 method was applied to maximize the confinement factor. 

With this double section structure, by pumping the front section only, the back 
section will work as an absorber and further reduce the reflectivity of the back facet. In 
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this case, the maximum cavity length of the front section could be as long as 750 µm. At 
this cavity length, the transition current is around 260 mA. Figure 4.10 is the continuous 
wave (CW) light versus current (LI) curve for the 700 µm-long front section, 400 µm
long back section device by pumping the front section only. The highest power for this 
device is 1.8 mW. There is a power roll-off for currents higher than 300 mA because of 
thermal effects. 

In Fig. 4.10, the power is higher at a current of280 mA than at the TCD, but the 
short wavelengths dominate. By pumping the back section to lb = 7 .2 mA, the red side 
of the spectrum is lifted up to achieve a fl.at spectrum at high output power. Figure 4.11 
shows the effect of a double section SLD. The dotted line is the spectrum when pumping 
the back section only (.ft = 0 mA). The red light penetrates the front section but the 
transitions from the blue well are absorbed by the unpumped front section. The dashed 
line shows the spectrum when pumping the front section only (lb = 0 mA). When both 
sections are pumped, the red side of the spectrum is lifted up and the spectrum is 
broadened 10 nm as indicated by the solid line. The spectral width is over 90 nm with a 
flat top. The output power is also increased. The highest power attained by pumping 
both sections is 2 mW for a 4 µm ridge width. Figure 4.12 shows the ripples on the 
spectrum of the double section (front section 600 µm I back section 400 µm) device by 
pumping the front section only. It is as low as 0.1 dB when the back section is working 
as an absorber. The ripple is 0.3 dB ifboth sections are pumped and is a little higher 
because light gets reflected from the cleaved facet of the back section. 
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Figure 4.10 LI curve of Structure 2 F700/B400 µ.m SLD pumping front section 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Based on calculations ofgain for asymmetric multiple quantum wells and 
experience, it was discovered that the key design parameter for a broad spectral width 
SLD is the transition carrier density (TCD). It was shown that high power and broad 
spectral width is achieved in SLDs only when the transition carrier density is relatively 
high. At the TCD, broad spectral width SLDs ofover 90 nm centered at 1.3 µm were 
achieved. A double section structure helps to broaden and flatten the SLD spectrum. 
SLDs centered at 1.3 µm were designed and processed; these 1.3 µm SLDs have 
application for OCT in ophthalmology. The depth resolution as determined from a test 
bed OCT instrument, that could be obtained with the SLD of Structure 2 was 7.85 µmin 
air. The ripple on the spectrum was as low as 0.1 dB for seven degree angled facet two 
section devices if the back section was used as an absorber. The idea ofa transition 
carrier density (TCD) is not limited to 1.3 µm AMQW SLDs. It is general to all AMQW 
devices. 

In the next chapter I demonstrate and compare measurements of a glass cover slip 
with time domain OCT, Fourier domain OCT, and synthesized OCT using broad spectral 
width SLDs centered at 1300 nm and broadly tunable AMQW lasers. Based on the 
measured data, image enhancement with blind and not blind deconvolution methods is 
introduced. 
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5 OCT Measurements and OCT Image Processing 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I describe OCT measurements ofa glass cover slip using time domain, 
Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT with our custom-designed AMQW light sources 
-broad spectral width SLDs and broadly tunable AMQW lasers. The 2D images were 
created with the Matlab function ImageSC( ). My work on OCT image enhancement 
with blind/non-blind deconvolution will also be demonstrated. A deconvolution 
technique can be applied when the OCT system is a linear shift invariant (LSI) system.5 

For a LSI imaging system, the measured image H(x) can be described as the object W(x) 
convolved with a point spread function (PSF) S(x): H(x) = W(x)® S(x). The point spread 
functions for the time domain, Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT can be measured by 
replacing the sample with a mirror. For time domain OCT, the PSF function is the 
autocorrelation function of the emission of the SLD, under the assumption that the OCT 
system is perfectly aligned.5 The Jansson Van Cittert method62 was applied for the 
deconvolution ofmeasurements where the PSF could be considered as known. However, 
an OCT system requires submicrometer alignment of the optics, and drift or aberrations 
in the optics can lead to a PSF that changes with time or is not identically equal to the 
autocorrelation function. Furthermore, the autocorrelation function for synthesized OCT 
is ofa complicated format by having secondary peaks, as shown in Fig. 2. 7 in Chapter 2. 
This makes the shape of the PSF more likely to be complex and subject to slow variations 
with time. Thus, it is concluded that an advanced deconvolution algorithm should be 
used for the OCT image processing. Based on this consideration, a Richardson-Lucy 
method63 was applied as a blind deconvolution algorithm to perform image enhancement 
for the measurements. The measured point spread functions were taken as the starting 
points for the blind deconvolution. 

5.2 Comparison of OCT Measurements 

5.2.1 Time Domain OCT Measurement of a Glass Cover Slip 

Figure 5.1 is a schematic of the free-space time domain OCT imaging setup in our 
lab. A 1.3 µm double-section SLD cleaved from wafer #M0446 was used as the light 
source. The front section and back section were 750 µm and 400 µm long respectively, 
and it was driven with 280 mA in the front and 7 .2 mA in the back in order to get a flat 
spectrum. The interference signal was modulated at 1 kHz by placing a chopper in front 
of the detector and then demodulated with the lock-in amplifier to suppress the noise. 
The low :frequency noise could be caused by the air flow in both or one arm of the 
interferometer, or vibration of the optical table. The motor in the reference mirror was 
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applied for longitudinal scanning and the motor in the sample arm was used for 
transverse scanning to build the 2D image. 

Sample '"""' 11111 ~or 
Collimating 


Lens
SLD BS 1 Reference mirror 

F===::l-Jl------4r-______Jl..__h 

gLaser 

Driver 

Data 
Monochromator Acquisitio 

Detector 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of the time domain OCT 

The raw data for one longitudinal scan of a glass cover slip is shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) 
and its envelope is shown in Fig. 5.2(b), which was obtained by data processing with 
Lab VIEW™ 7.0. This was achieved by processing the raw data with a bandpass filter to 
suppress the noise, subtracting the mean value of the data, and using the absolute function 
as a bridge rectifier to flip the negative to the positive. Finally low pass filtering the data 
resulted in the envelope function. It is known that the optical thickness of the cover glass 
is;:::: 230 µmin air. Ifthe optical thickness is divided by the refractive index of the glass 
slide, which is taken to be 1.5, the thickness is found to be 153.3 ±5 µm. The 2D image 
was constructed with the Matlab function imageSC() and the 2D image is shown in 
Appendix Das Fig. D.l. Figure 5.3 (c) shows the autocorrelation function of this SLD 
light source. It is shown that the resolution for this light source is around 9.0 µmin air, 

close to the theoretical expectation of 8z = 0.441A. 
0 

2 I L\A. = 7 .85 µm for a 95 nm 

FWHM spectral width. The envelope of the interferogram of the glass slide was used as 
the point spread function (PSF) of the time domain OCT system to deconvolve with 
Jansson-Van Cittert's method. 
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Figure S.2 (a) One longitudinal scanning of a glass cover slip. (b) Envelope of (a). (c) Autocorrelation 
function of the 1.3 µm SLD. 
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5.2.2 Fourier Domain OCT Measurement of Glass Cover Slip 

Measurements on a glass cover slip by Fourier domain OCT were performed with 
a 1.55 µm AMQW tunable laser as demonstrated in Chapter 2. A laser with a 
longitudinal mode spacing of -1 nm was used for the measurement, thus the measuring 
range was - 400 µmin glass. Figure 5.3 shows the result ofone depth measurement on 
one point on the glass cover slip. The resolution for this Fourier domain OCT is 13 µm 
in air which is achieved by tuning the AMQW laser from 1488 nm to 1605 nm (tuning 
range of 117 nm with a FWHM of-80 nm). These data were taken at the same time as 
the work reported in Chapter 2. A 2D image was built with the Matlab function 
imageSC() and the 2D image is shown in Appendix Das Fig. D.2(a). 

0.06 

0.05 -=! 0.04
.!.i 0.03 

i 0.02 

0.01 

_,,.._ _,,...J /""'"'\. -.. 

200 300 400 500 

Depth (µm) 

~ \. .r-\.0 
0 100 

Figure 5.3 Fourier domain OCT measurement of single point on a cover glass slip 

5.2.3 Synthesized OCT Measurement of Glass Cover Slip 

The raw data for one depth measurement at one point on a glass cover slip with 
synthesized OCT with the 1.55 µm AMQW tunable light source are shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) 
and the envelope of the interferogram is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). There are secondary peaks 
beside the central peak in the interference fringes, due to the secondary peaks in the 
autocorrelation function of the synthesized light source, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (c). The 
tunable range ofthe 1.55 µm tunable laser was from 1497 nm to 1592 nm (95 nm tuning 
range with FWHM of65 nm) for this measurement. Thus the resolution for this 
measurement is around 18 µmas shown in Fig. 5.4 (c). It will be shown that the 
secondary peaks could be removed by deconvolving the signal with the PSF function of 
the synthesized OCT, as shown in Section 3 in this chapter. The 2D image built with 
Matlab™ function imageSC() is shown in Appendix Das Fig. D. 3. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) One longitudinal scanning with synthesized OCT ofa cover glass slip (b) Envelope of 
(a). (c) Autocorrelation function of SOCT with the 1.55 µm tunable laser working as a incoherent 

source. 

5.3 OCT Image Processing-Blind/non-blind Deconvolution 

5.3.1 Describing OCT Setup as a Linear Shift Invariant (LSI) System 

As derived in Chapter 2, for time domain OCT, the electric fields returning from 
the reference mirror aRE1(t) and the object arm aoE1(t) interfere at the detector. The 
detector performs a time averaging operation for the interference signal. Mechanically 
scanning the reference mirror generates an alternating component of the detector current 
which is the cross-correlation ofaRE1(t) and aoE1(t). The cross-correlation r Ro(L1r) is a 
function of the round-trip optical path difference L1r between the reference and sample 
arms L1r = 2n(rR-r0). By placing a mirror in the object arm, an autocorrelation function 
will be detected by scanning the mirror in the reference arm, which is r RR(L1r). The 
correlation functions are expressed as: 
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rRo(M) =(aREI (t)aoE: (t +MI c)) 
and rRR(M)=(aRE1(t)aRE;(t+M/c)) (5.1) 

Now we treat the OCT system as a linear shift invariant (LSI) system. The point 
spread function of the LSI system is the autocorrelation function r RR(L1r). Then the 
measured image, which is the cross-correlation function, can be written as: 

rR0 (M)=rRR(M)®a0 (r) (5.2) 

where ilo(r) is the object reflectivity in function of r. In general form, the image H(x) 
is written as the convolution of the object W(x) and the point spread function S(x): 

H(x) = W(x)® S(x) (5.3) 
The point spread function of the time domain OCT system was measured with the 

same SLD light source. It is shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). The PSF for Fourier domain OCT, 
which is shown in Fig. 5.5 (b), was measured by replacing the sample with a mirror, 
tuning the laser to record the interferogram, and then taking the Fourier transform. 
Figure 5.5 (c) is the PSF function for synthesized OCT by synthesizing the tunable 
AMQW laser as an incoherent light source. These functions are plotted as a function of 
data acquisition points so that it is convenient for deconvolution. 
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Figure 5.S Point spread functions for (a) time domain OCT, (b) Fourier domain OCT, and (c) 
synthesized OCT 

5.3.2 Noise Analysis of Our OCT System 

The detector current consists ofboth signal and noise components. The noise of the 
OCT system includes three terms: relative intensity noise (RIN) of the light source, 
optical path noise, and shot noise from the detector. The RIN from the light source could 
be eliminated by dual balanced detection64

• The optical path noise could introduce low 
frequency noise to the interference fringes due to air flow, vibrations, or thermal effects 
in the optical path. I estimate the total noise could be considered as a Gaussian 
distribution. Because our setup is a free-space OCT and it is expected to have all three 
types ofnoise as mentioned above, my work is thus not targeting on obtaining high 
signal-to-noise ratio. I applied intensity modulation with a mechanical chopper in front 
of the detector and demodulated with a lock-in amplifier to avoid low frequency noise 
such as optical path noise and intensity fluctuations from the light source. The purpose of 
my work is to demonstrate how our AMQW light sources work for OCT and image 
enhancement. 
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5.3.3 Deconvolution with Jansson Van Cittert's Method 

Van Cittert's method62 takes the image dataH(x) as a first approximation w°(x) to 
the object function W(x). Convolving w°(x) with the PSF of the system S(x), we get 
If(x) = S(x)® w° (x). The difference between the image H(x) and the convolved result 
If(x) is considered as the error in the estimate of the object, W(x)-w°(x). Van Cittert's 
method applies this image-estimated error as a correction to the object estimate, thus 
producing a new object estimate. One may continue this process by the iteration as 
follows: 

wn+i (x) = wn (x) +[H(x)- S(x) ® wn (x)] (5.4) 

with the initial guess for the object as w°(x) = H(x). 
Because of the convolution relation ofH(x) = W(x) ® S(x), a one dimension 

object W(x) with I points and a point spread function S(x) with J points, the image H(x) 
will have K = I+J-1 points. Therefore in realization ofVan Cittert's method, one has to 
keep cutting the extra points of (J-1)12 on both sides of the calculated object W"(x) after 
each iteration. 

Unfortunately Van Cittert's method could lead to spurious high frequency 
components and often gives rise to non-physical results. In my calculation, it was found 
that the deconvolved object has negative values at some points, which is not physically 
correct for imaging systems. Jansson (Chapter 4 in Ref. 74) modified Van Cittert's 
method by adding a constraining term r: 

wn+i (x) =wn (x) + r(x)[H(x)- S(x) ® wn (x)] (5.5) 

In my case, r was chosen to correct those negative points as defined as: 

o W"(x) <0 

r(x) = {1 others 


The deconvolution result with Jansson-Van Cittert's method will be shown in the next 
section in order to compare it with the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 

5.3.4 Blind Deconvolution with Richardson-Lucy Algorithm 

Richardson65 developed an iterative method ofdeconvolution from Bayes' theorem. 
Bayes' theorem gives a way to calculate a posteriori probabilities P(W]H) ofthe event W 
in terms ofa priori probability P(W) and the conditional probabilities P(H] W). 

P(W IHk) = P(Hk IW;)P(w;) (5.6) 
I "LP(Hk IW)P(w;) 

j 

By using the theorem on the total probability as: 

P(w;) = LP(w; IH 1 )P(H1 ) (5.7) 
k 

The object W(x) could be rewritten as: 
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P(W) ="""P(W IH )P(H ) =""" P(Hk IW;)P(W;) P(H ) (5.8) 
I If' k k f'LP(Hk IWj)P(w;) k 

j 

Thus the iteration to recover the object based on the known image and the PSF is given 
by: 

(5.9) 
Because Richardson's technique is based on probability, positivity of the solution is 

ensured. Thus the nonnegativity constraint is included automatically in Richardson's 
method. 

To demonstrate the deconvolution with Jansson-Van Cittert's method and the 
Richardson algorithm, a synthesized image and a synthesized PSF were constructed as 
shown in Fig. 5.6. This PSF was made to have secondary peaks to be comparable with 
the synthesized OCT point spread function. (Simulations have been performed to make 
sure that simple PSFs such as a Guassian shape would work well with both deconvolution 
methods). The synthesized image was built with a small peak which is merged with the 
third peak from the left side. We could see that both Jansson's method and the 
Richardson-Lucy algorithm could separate the merged peaks after deconvolution. 
Jansson's method is noisy at the points close to zero. One more constraint was applied 
for both Jansson's method and the Richardson-Lucy algorithm to suppress the peculiar 
peaks at the left side and right side of the deconvolved objects. The constraint is (I is the 
total points of the object W(i)): 

0.3 +0.7 *i I 8 i ~ 8 

r(i) = 1 others 
{

0.3 +0.7 *(I -i)/8 (I -i) ~ 8 

This constraint is also applied for the final OCT image blind deconvolution calculations. 
One hundred iterations were applied for Jansson's method. Two hundred iterations were 
used for Richardson algorithm because it converges slower than Jansson's method. 
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Figure S.6 Demonstration of Jansson's deconvolution method and Richardson-Lucy algorithm. (a) 

Simulated PSF (b) Simulated blurred image with the third peak merged with a small peak. (c) 


Deconvolved with Jansson's method. (d) Deconvolved with Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 


In Fig. 5.7(a), noise was added to the synthesized image by generation of a random 
number lying on a Gaussian distribution with the mean of the pixel value and a standard 
deviation of0.005. It can be seen from Fig. 5.7(b) and (c) that both methods can separate 
the merged peaks and the Richardson algorithm could obtain low noise results. Therefore, 
we could be confident that with real measurement data with noise, the Richardson 
algorithm would still work. 
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Figure 5.7 Deconvolution with Gaussian white noise on the synthesized image. (a) Synthesized image 
with Gaussian white noise ofstandard deviation 0.005. (b) Deconvolved with Jansson's method. (c) 

Deconvolved with the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 

However, the broadening effect of the OCT measurement is more complicated than 
the autocorrelation function, which could be measured with a Michelson interferometer. 
One concern is that the light scattered from the different depths ofa sample will interfere 
with each other and this will generate further disturbances on the image. Other effects 
that cause uncertainties in the PSF function include non-perfect alignment of the two 
Michelson interferometer arms, phase front distortion by large-scale index variations, 
multiple backscattering in the sample, 66 index inhomogenities, and unexpected noise in 
the OCT system. Thus, we believe that an advanced deconvolution algorithm which 
could calculate the point spread function based on the known image should be used for 
the OCT image processing. Based on this consideration, a Richardson-Lucy method63 

was investigated in my thesis research as the blind deconvolution algorithm to do the 
image enhancement for the OCT measurements. The measured point spread functions 
were taken as the initial guess for the starting point of the blind deconvolution. 

In the blind form of the Richardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm, it is assumed that 
the PSF function follows the same statistical fluctuation as the signal. By taking the 
measured autocorrelation function as the initial guess for the PSF SJ(x), at the nth 
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iteration, it is assumed that the object is known from the n-1 iteration. The PSF ~(x) is 
then calculated for a specified number of iterations as follows: 

S,"' = S((x~[S,'(x)~(i-'(x)]®W,'(-x)} (5.10) 

Equation (5.9) in the blind form will be rewritten as: 

W;"+' = W,"(x)[W,"(x7~~·-•(x)] ®S,'(-x)} (5.11) 

In Ref. 65, Richardson showed how to do the convolution point by point in the 
format ofEq. (5.10). It could be extended easily to the blind format. 

The blind deconvolution with the Richardson-Lucy algorithm was performed for 
image processing of the time domain, Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT data. The 
blind-deconvolved 2D images of a cover glass slip are shown in Appendix D in 
comparison with the original images. The blind-deconvolved point spread functions for 
the time domain, Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT are shown in Fig. 5.8 (a), (b) and 
(c) respectively. 
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Synthesized OCT. 
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The depth data at one point on a cover glass slip before and after blind deconvolution 
are shown in Fig. 5.8. 
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Figure 5.9 Effect of image enhancement with Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 
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5.3.5 Discussion 

From Fig. 5.8 it can be concluded that deconvolution can enhance the OCT image 
by narrowing the peaks and improving the image contrast. The blind-deconvolved point 
spread functions (see Fig. 5.7) show that changes should be made to the measured PSFs, 
either by introducing bumps on the PSF, (time domain Fig. 5.7 (a) and synthesized OCT 
Fig. 5.7 (c)) or by changing the slope of one side of the PSF (Fourier domain, Fig. 5.7 
(b)). For Fourier domain OCT, the PSF asymmetry is caused by the misalignment of the 
reference mirror and the sample. My simulations of two beam interference with one arm 
tilted by an angle as small as 2° cause the slopes on the left side and on the right side of 
the PSF function to be asymmetric. For the blind-deconvolved PSF of time domain and 
synthesized OCT, the bumps on the point spread function are explained as the aberration 
of the optics in the OCT setup. The aberration of the optics in the OCT setup, due to the 
collimating lens or the beam splitter, could cause the phase distortion in the reference arm 
or the sample arm, generating non-ideal interference fringes which will be connected to 
the point spread function of the system. This work has shown that the blind 
deconvolution is necessary and shows superior performance in the image enhancement of 
OCT over nonblind deconvolution. This is also indicated in Ref. 67. 

From the deconvolved image of the synthesized OCT shown in Fig. 5.8(c), one can 
see significant suppression of secondary peaks by the deconvolution. The sharp 
boundaries of the glass border are clearly resolved in the 2D deconvolved image (see 
Appendix D). 

5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the application of our custom-designed 1.3 µm AMQW SLD for time 
domain OCT and a comparison with the results ofFourier domain OCT and of 
synthesized OCT are shown. The resolution for time domain OCT is 9.0 µmin air, 
compared with 13 µm for Fourier domain, and 18 µm for synthesized OCT. It was also 
found in my research that image processing with blind deconvolution is necessary for 
enhancement of OCT images. Jansson-Van Cittert's method and a Richardson-Lucy 
algorithm were applied for deconvolution in my work. It was found by the blind 
deconvolution that the point spread function is different than the measured 
autocorrelation function in that the blind deconvolved PSFs show asymmetry or bumps in 
their shapes. I explained this phenomenon as the aberration of the optics and 
misalignment of the reference mirror. Suppression ofsecondary maxima in the 
reconstructed objects of synthesized OCT was shown by deconvolution of the 2D images. 
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Summary of the Thesis 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is currently an active area ofresearch in the 
application ofoptical technology to the fields ofmedicine and biology in recent years. I 
performed research on the application ofAMQW InGaA.sP/InP tunable lasers and broad 
spectral width superluminescent diodes (SLDs) as light sources for OCT. For my thesis I 
investigated three areas. First, I investigated the application of 1.55 µm short external 
cavity (SXC) AMQW InGaA.sP/InP tunable lasers for Fourier domain OCT and for 
synthesized OCT. A diffractive optical element (DOE) was used as the short external 
cavity for the AMQW tunable laser. It was shown that the DOE enabled broadly tunable, 
single longitudinal mode operation over a spectral width of 117 run, and the most 
impressive feature for this tunable laser was that the tuning was realized by only linear 
translation of the DOE. It was shown that the depth resolution for Fourier domain and 
for synthesized OCT with an SXC AMQW 1.55 µm laser was 13 µmin air. This work 
should increase interest for DOE enabled broadly tunable lasers in a variety of 
applications. A DOE SXC could be realized with MEMS and integration with 
semiconductor lasers could further reduce the size and the cost ofbroadly tunable diode 
lasers. The design and realization of a MEMS-based DOE broadly tunable AMQW laser 
has been suggested to the MEMS research group in our department and some research 
has been performed toward this goal. 

Second, I performed research on a light source for time domain OCT: an AMQW 
broad spectral width SLD. Both optimization of the waveguide and design of the active 
region were investigated. The target for the waveguide optimization was to optimize the 
optical confinement factor of the ridge waveguide. It was shown that by increasing the 
confinement factor by- 40 %, the output power of the SLD was successfully enhanced 
over 90%. My work on the design of the active region was based on the experience ofDr. 
Michael Hamp. I demonstrated through measurement that the transition carrier density 
(TCD) has to be high in order to achieve high output power for an SLD. Double section 
ridge waveguides were processed and a small pumping current for the back section 
helped to broaden the spectral width on the long wavelength (i.e., the red) side. Over 90 
run ofFWHM bandwidth and a maximum output power of2 mW were obtained with this 
1.3 µm SLD design. The ripple in the spectral output was shown to be as low as 0.1 dB. 

The third part ofmy work was OCT measurements with the custom-designed AMQW 
SLDs and the broadly tunable SXC AMQW lasers. I constructed and used a free-space 
OCT test bed based on a Michelson interferometer. A glass cover slip was chosen as the 
sample to compare measurements with time domain, Fourier domain, and synthesized OCT. 
By taking the OCT measurement system as a linear shift invariant (LSI) system, I 
performed image processing with blind/nonblind deconvolution algorithms to improve the 
image contrast. A Jansson-Van Cittert method and a Richardson-Lucy algorithm were 
adopted to do this work. It was shown by blind deconvolution calculations that, compared 
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with the measured point spread function, the PSF should include effects due to 
misalignment and aberrations of the OCT system. 

6.2 Suggestion for Future Work 

6.2.1 1.3 µm Tunable Laser Diode 

With the same growth ofwafer #M0446, I processed 1.3 µm diode lasers with 
ridge widths of2, 3, and 4 µm. It was found that the output power could be as high as 20 
mW with a 400 µm cavity length. The high power of this laser is due to the optimization 
of the waveguide structure by maximizing the confinement factor. Various cavity lengths 
were cleaved in order to find the transition cavity length of this 1.3 µm AMQW laser. 
The shortest cavity length that was cleaved was 200 µm, and it lased at a peak 
wavelength of 1297.1 nm. At a 400 µm cavity length, the laser operated at 1318.8 nm. 
It would be straightforward to try the 1.3 µm laser with the SXC DOE. I expect over 30 
nm tunability and high power, which might make the laser interesting as a light source for 
low depth resolution Fourier domain and synthesized OCT. 

6.2.2 SLD Waveguide with Low Beam Divergence Far Field 

In my development of simulations for calculating the optical confinement factor, I also 
investigated means to achieve low beam divergence for 1.3 µm SLDs. I did not complete 
the investigation. I think that meaningful results on minimization of the beam divergence 
could be obtained by simulations and then using one or more growths to validate the 
simulations. By reducing the beam divergence of the SLD, the coupling efficiency into 
the optical fiber would be significantly improved. This is a desired property by a fiber
based OCT system. B. Qiu et az68 showed that by adding a new epitaxial layer in the 
lower cladding layer, which they called the far-field reduction layer, one could reduce the 
vertical far-field and suppress higher order mode lasing. 

6.2.3 FPGA for Blind Deconvolution on OCT Setup 

Instead of the image enhancement with the software as introduced in the thesis, a 
real-time image enhancement with blind deconvolution methods could be realized with a 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) based processor. This technique could further 
improve the image quality of an OCT system. This work is relatively independent and 
could be assigned as a Master's project. 

Based on my Ph. D. research work toward the design and application ofAMQW light 
sources for OCT, I believe that AMQW SLDs are an ideal light source for time domain 
OCT. The divergence angle of SLDs could be further improved by changing the 
waveguide design in order to increase the coupling efficiency to the optical fiber. The 
broadly tunable AMQW laser with DOE as the short external cavity could tune the laser 
>100 nm would be a good light source for Fourier domain OCT. This is important for 
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real-time Fourier domain OCT imaging. Synthesized OCT has no synchronous 
requirement, but fast tun.ability is required to reduce the averaging time of the low pass 
filter. Fast tun.ability could be realized with coupled cavity AMQW lasers, or flat-gain 
coating ofAMQW lasers. Both of these devices are currently being investigated in our 
department. As the conclusion of this thesis work, AMQW devices would be a good 
choice for OCT light sources. 
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Appendix A Experimentally Grown SLD Structures 

This appendix provides the detailed structure growth parameters for the experimental 
AMQW SLDs that were grown at McMaster University and at the Canadian Photonics 
Fabrication Center (CPFC) in Ottawa. Wafer #3979 and Wafer# 4177 were grown by 
gas-source, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), with device processing performed on the 
wafers to produce angled-facet ridge-waveguide SLDs. Wafer# M0446 was grown by 
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and was processed at the CPFC 
through CMC Microsystems. The tabulated data presented in this appendix gives the 
thickness and composition of each layer in the structure. Varying bandgap ln1-xAsxASyP1
Y layers are used to create the separate confinement heterostructure (SCH), barriers, and 
QWlayers. 

Table A. l Wafer# 3979 1.3 µm AM_Q_W SLD Growth Parameters 
Thickness Com_p_osition Do_p_in_g_ Wavelength 
0.15 µm (a1) p-InGaAs contact layer >lOw 

1.25 µm (a2) 
0.15 µm (a3) 
75 A (ai) 

0.15~(as) 
800 (~) 

p-InP 
p-InP 
p-lno.12Gao.23AS0.61Po.39 
p-InP 
lno.92GClo.08Aso.11sPo.82s 

l.lxl018 
5xl017 

5xl017 
5x1011 

undoped SCH 

300 A (a1) lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 undoped Barrier 

5oA lno.828Gao.112Aso.60P0.40 undoped AA=1340 nm 
75A lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 undoped Barrier 
50A lno.828Gao.112ASo.s9P0.41 undoped AA=1330 nm 
75A lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 undoped Barrier 
5oA lno.828Gao.112Aso.ssPo.4s undoped AA=l289 nm 
75A lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 undoped Barrier 
50A lno.828Gao.112Aso.53Po.47 undoped AA=l260 nm 
75A lno.828Gao.112Aso.316Po.684 undoped Barrier 
50A lno.828Gao.112Aso.525Po.475 undoped AA=1256 nm 
300 A (39) 
800 A (a10) 
0.6 µm_(_a1Ll_ 

lno.828Gao.112Aso.31~o.684 
lno.92Gao.08ASo.115Po.825 
n-InP 

undoped 
5xl017 
lxl018 

Barrier 
SCH 

n-InP substrate 
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Table A.2 Wafer# 4177 AM_Q_W SLD Growth Parameters 
Thickness Com_p_osition Do_p_in_g_ Wavelength 
0.15 µm (a1) 
1.25 µm (a2) 
0.15 µm (a3) 
75 A (a.i) 

0.15~(as) 
800 (~) 

300 A (a1) 
5oA 
75A 
5oA 
75A 
5oA 
75A 
5oA 
75A 
50A 
300A(~) 
800 A (a10) 
0.6 µm_(aq}. 

p-InGaAs contact layer 
p-InP 
p-InP 
p-lno.12Gao.2sASo.61Po.39 
p-InP 
fuo.92G3.o.08ASo.11sPo.825 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.J16Po.684 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.62Po.38 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.316Po.684 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.62Po.38 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.316Po.684 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.62Po.38 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.J16Po.684 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.62Po.38 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.316Po.684 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.s4P0.46 
Ino.828G3.o.112Aso.J 16Po.684 
Jno.92G3.o.08Aso.11sPo.825 
n-InP 

>16IV 
1.1 x1018 

5x1017 

5x1017 

5x1017 

undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
undoped 
5x1017 

lx1018 

SCH 
Barrier 
AA=1326.3 nm 
Barrier 
AA=1326.3 nm 
Barrier 
AA=1326.3 nm 
Barrier 
AA=1326.3 nm 
Barrier 
AA=l246.4 nm 
Barrier 
SCH 

n-InP substrate 

Table A.3 Wafer# M0446 AMQW SLD Growth Parameters 
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Wavelength 
>1019 

Thickness Com_p_osition Do_E_in_g_ 
p-InGaAs contact layer 
p-InP 

0.2 µm (a1) 
1.1x10181.26 µm (a2) 
5x1017p-InP0.20 µm (a3) 
5x1017p-lno.12Gao.2sASo.61Po.39 

p-InP 
so A (84) 

4x1017 
0.08~(as) 

undoped SCHlno.92G3o.08Aso.18Po.82700 (~) 
undoped SCHlno.86G3o.1~so.31Po.69 
undoped 

100 A (a1) 
Barrierlno.828G3o.112Aso.32Po.68 

undoped 
200 A (as) 

AA=1326.3 run 
undoped 

lno.828G3o.112Aso.62Po.38so A 
Barrierlno.828G3o.112Aso.316Po.6841sA. undopedlno.828G3o.112Aso.62Po.3850A AA=l326.3 run 

undoped1sA lno.828G3o.112Aso.316Po.684 Barrier 
undopedso A lno.828G3o.112Aso.62Po.38 AA=l326.3 run 
undoped1sA lno.828G3o.112Aso.316Po.684 Barrier 
undopedso A lno.828G3o.112Aso.62Po.38 AA=1326.3 run 
undoped1sA lno.828G3o.112Aso.316Po.684 Barrier 

so A undopedlno.828G3o.112Aso.s4Po.46 AA=1246.4 run 
200 A (a10) undopedlno.828G3o.112Aso.32Po.68 Barrier 
700 A (au) undopedlno.86G3o.1~so.31Po.69 SCH100 A (a12) undopedlno.92G3o.08Aso.18Po.82 SCH 

n-InP0.6 µm (a13) lx1018 

n-InP substrate lx1018 

Appendix B Mask design of 7 degree angled-stripe SLD 
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This is a four layer mask with colors of red, green, magenta, and yellow for the 
mesa, via, isolation, and metallization mask respectively. The isolation was designed to 
be 'z' shaped as shown in Fig.B. l (b) to give more space for wire bonding. This is 
prepared for extremely short front or back sections. 

The ridge width was designed to be 3, 4, 5, and 6 µm. The wafer will be cleaved 
along the wafer edge. The ratio of the front and back sections will change every other 
four devices, so that in one SLD bar, we could obtain two-section SLDs with various 
front to back ratios. 

(a) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
J 

(b) 
Fig. B.l(a) Four layer ofdouble section mask for 7 degree angle-stripe SLD 

structure ( b) details of separation in between the double section. 
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Appendix C Near field measurement of 7 degree angle-striped SLD 

The near field measurements were performed with the help of Dr. Doug Bruce. 
All the devices were driven under low current to avoid saturation of the detector. It can 
be concluded that all lasers with varying ridge widths were running in a single spatial 
mode. 
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Appendix D OCT 2D Images of a Cover Glass Slip 


The 20 images are built for a cover glass slip OCT measurement with TD OCT, 
FD OCT and SOCT respectively. The corresponding deconvolved objects were 
performed with a Richardson-Lucy blind-decovolution algorithm. The units for x and y 
axes are the data acquisition number of points. 

D.1. 2D image of a cover glass slip with time domain OCT 

(a) Image; (b) Blind-deconvolved object with a Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 
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D.3. 2D image of a cover glass slip with synthesized OCT 

(a) Image; (b) Blind-deconvolved object with a Richardson-Lucy algorithm 
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